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A FOWDOIN BEQUEST

Announcement was made Thursday of a bequest of $22,000 to Bow-1
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in
Jdoin College from the estate of the
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and late Frank H. Kidder of Boston. The
very reasonable.
income fre m the fund is to be used
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
“for scholarships, first to the grad
The Rockland Gazette was established In uates of Thayer Academy, second for
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The scholarships for students from the
Free Press was established In 1855 and In State of Massachusetts—the balance
1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These to be used for scholarships for stu
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
dents designated by the authorities of
Bowdoin College.” Mr. Kidder was
M, ••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
formerly prominent with the Cush
man-Hollis Company of Auburn
•••
Failure Is more frequently from •••
where he was associated with Ed
want of energy than want of capital. •••
ward Farrington Abbott of the class
••• —Daniel Webster.
—•
of 1903 at Bowdoin. and for some
•g
......
... ...... ... gg years an overseer of the college.
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Waldoboro Says He Could
Beat It With An Ox-team

ner Who Served Eight Mayor Wilson of Bangor and Former Com’r Thomas Be'ng Rocklana’s New Organization, the Spetch Readers’ Club,
Urged In Attempt To Break Precedent
Affiliated With Great National Movement
Years As Fish Warden

Few men were so well known in
A determined effort is being made ' are worth hundreds, who merely
Tile Speech Readers' Club of Rock- ! adult deafness could have In •en pre
Maine seafaring circles as "Bert"
Webber, who died at his home 127 by some one to muss up the Repub- | write and say: Go into the contest: land, to which allusion has been made vented.
Miss Vose spoke of the merits of
South Main street Hunday forenoon lican primary of next June by add- we'll vote for you.
in this paper, held a very interesting
speech reading, of which there was
after two years’ brave fight with an ing a Governorship fight. Just who I Those will vote, but they won't try
session
Thursday
afternoon.
The
everything to he said and nothing
incurable malady. At different times Is back of the move isn't definitely to get anyone else to do so. Result
he was owner of Cully 50 sailing craft, known, though ex-Governor Brewster their support is not so great as it Portland Speech Readers’ Club was against it. She urged the members to
and had commanded a considerable is being given credit In some quarters. seems.
represented by Miss Persis Vose, field become proficient in the art. It
There you have the reason why the worker, who extended the sisterly gave them confidence and self-respect
number of them. These vessels were Friends of his, however, vigorously
big question is not how tnany urgings hand of welcome to the local club. because they were striving to do
engaged in the coastwise trade, run deny the charge.
This idea gets its background from he has received, but from whom they She said the newly-formed club was something to help themselves. The
ning between Maine, New York and
southern ports. In later years he the two candidates most frequently | were had. Dr. Thomas has not made a wonderful stride forward in the club does not aim to segregate the
was best known as a warden in the mentioned as probable opponents of , known who the urgers were. Neither work for the hard-of-hearing in deafened but to help them to live more
Dr. Augustus O. I has he said that he was to be a can- Maine.
Sea and Shore fisheries service, al Gov. Gardiner.
normal lives.
though maintaining an active Inter Thomas. former State commissioner ( didate. He is quoted as having told
The American Federation of Organi
Miss Vose spoke very interestingly
est in other lines which had served of education, and Mayor Wilson of ia man that he was considering enter- of the club work in Portland and told zations for the Hard of Hearing was
to make him one of Rockland’s busiest Bangor. They are credited with be- 1 ing the contest. That is as near to how their club had started with a established in Washington, I). C., in
ing Brewster men.
\ definite information as to his plan as few members six years ago. just as 1919, to prevent deafness, to con
citizens.
Beyond the fact that the doctor , any one has.
Henry Bird Webber, was born near
serve hearing and to rehabilitate the
t
i
and
mayor
are
so
accredited
the
only
I Mayor Wilson was urged to go the Rockl ind club is starting now. It deafened. It is composed of clubs
Ellsworth 59 years ago, son of Capt.
has continued to grow until it is rec
Ira Webber. He began his seafaring other reason for holding the ex-Gov- Into the contest in 1928. It is equally ognized .is one of the real assets of and leagues for the hard-of-hearing.
A New Garage solicits your patronage, located at
career, as many other Maine coast ernor responsible for the talk ot oppo- true that he has been mentioned f r community life. The club affords a The Portland club is a constituent
lads had at the age of 14. and was sitlon to Gardiner is: Mr. Brewster 1 most every political office in the social center for the hard-of-hearing. body of it. The federation holds an
42 PARK STREET
still a boy when he took command of figures it would be of value to him in State. They wanted him to be a can It aims to make the world a better nual conferences and Miss Vose urged
the schooner Constitution, which his his campaign against Congressman didate for Congress in 1928. He was place for tiie handicapped and to take the members to save their pennies
next lo the Standard Oil Filling Station, in the former
father had built. Other vessels which White ot the Second district for the also suggested as possible senatorial the “hard” out of “hard-of-hearing.” and go to the conference which will
he captained in subsequent years United States Senatorship nomina timber. He has, to date, declined to It is a groat privilege, she said, to be held in New York in June. Hardbakery. Alden Ulmer, Jr., expert mechanic, will do
consider the suggestions. Whether
were the schooners Charlie & Willie, tion in the same primary.
of-hearing people come from all
That a tough battle for Governor he has reached a point in his politi work for the deafehed and there was parts of the United States and some
all kinds of Auto Repairing and E. C. "Reddy” PhilSilver Spray, and C. M. Walton. Tn
something
every
hard-of-hearing
ship
might
divert
attention
from
the
cal career where he wants to be
the course of his seafaring career the
brook, will be in charge of the vulcanizing depart
person could do and should do for the times from foreign countries to at
corporation of Bacheider, Bird & Senatorial fight is obvious. It is either governor, congressman or sen
tend.
cause.
not
positive.
Thel-e
is
as
much
reason
ment.
ator,
remains
to
be
seen.
Webber was formed, and it was dur
The Volta Review, a magazine for
The club is interested in all sides of
for
thinking
it
would
not
as
for
say

Recently
the
Hearst
publications
ing this lively period that Capt. Web
the work. Besides the social side, it the hard-of-hearing, was mentioned
ing it would.
ber
headed
up
a
maritime
brokerage
have
shown
a
strong
tendency
for
by Miss Vest1 as a means to keep one
Storage—Monthly $5.00; Weekly $2.50; Daily 50c
The Governorship fight did not help the Mayor. They have printed some considers the educational, economic
which saw five of his vessels on the
well posted on the work which is
Mr. Brewster in the least. At that stories which were, to all intents and and medical needs. It gives atten
seas at a time.
tion to the employment problem and being accomplished. The magazine
Capt. Webber left the coasting time he was credited with having purposes Wilson propaganda.
has helped many to improve their also contains many inspiring stories
• * • *
trade in 1902. and engaged in the gro put one and possibly two of the can
of people who have overcome their
economic condition.
didates
who
opposed
Gov.
Gardiner
cery
business
on
South
Main
street,
But
that
doesn
’
t
prove
that
he
is
DWINAL THE WINNER
The Portland club deserves the deafness and won success and fame,
124-126
in conjunction with which he com into the field for the same reason that going to get into the mix-up next
in their chosen profession.
bined real estate as well as vessel he Is now being charged with trying year. By many it is felt to be more highest praise for the preventive
In Saturday’s Next-To-the- ownership. One of the objects which to get Mayor Wilson and Dr. Thomas of a feeler than anything else. They work it has done for children. The In closing Miss Vose praised high
ly the work already begun in Rock
had in view in establishing the to enter for the Governorship. If it want to size up how strong he is in audiometer owned by the club and
End - of - the - Season Golf he
grocery business was to fit out his was true in 1928 and Is true, now, then the State, to ascertain whether he has used in testing school children's hear land and inspired the club to their
S At the Sign
schooners as well as to handle the it is evident that experience is no the makings ot a strong candidate. ing is in great demand in many cities best efforts, as the Portland club was
WNorth National Bank^i
teacher, in the case of Mr. Brewster. It is realized that he is not nearly as and towns in Maine. Efforts are expecting great things from them.
retail trade.
At the close of the program tea was
• • • •
He
was
associated
eight
years
with
well known in Maine as is Dr. being made to have the hearing of
Senator Zelma Dwinal (after giv
the school children of Rockland test served and members of the club en
The
fact
that
Dr.
Thomas
is
ex

H.
D,
Crle,
director
of
sea
and
shore
Thomas.
ing notice of his intention) stepped
W’hile either or both of the gentle ed hy the instrument before the pres joyed meeting Miss Vose personally.
ahead of the field at the Country Club fisheries, and was of invaluable as pected to go after the nomination for
Governor
is
not
news,
though
one
sistance
in
the
work
of
that
depart

men
may seek to throw Gov. Gardiner ent school year ends. The audiometer Later in the afternoon Miss Vose
to take first money in Saturday's
ment:,
commanding
the
various
craft
might
think
so
to
read
some
of
the
from
his seat there are not many who discovers secondary deafness, a con spoke informally to a group inter*
medal play handicap tournament.
of
the
state's
fleet.
He
had
served
in
papers
during
the
past
few
days.
The
follow
politics who expect to see them dition which the usual tests used in ested in the welfare of the children.
Jack Black was two strokes behind
Practice class will he held next
the schools does not always find. It
the
City
Government
and
in
various
fact
was
printed
within
three
days
succeed.
the winner with Colonel Ross a qlose
is in these early stages that deafness Thursday, Oct. 17, at the clu-b rooms,
other
ways
had
qualified
as
one
of
after
it
became
known
that
Gov.
Gar

Recent
political
history
in
Maine
third. In spite of the fact that the
may he prevented or arrested by 10 School street, at 2.30. All interest
golfing season is pretty neai- over, the Rockland’s most progressive citi diner had refused to reappoint him gives little to base hope for victory in
proper medical treatment. It is esti- ed in the work are cordially invited to
zens
—
his
love
of
the
sea
being
al

as
commissioner
of
education.
Nat

such
a
contest
on.
It
has
been
tried
course Is in splendid condition at the
mat d that 80 per cent of the present be present.
ways
his
outstanding
trait.
Square
urally,
neither
the
Doctor
nor
his
twice
since
1920
and
failed
each
time.
present time, and Sunday afternoon
In 1921 Percival P. Baxter, presi
saw some ot the real enthusiasts en dealing won for him a great host of friends approved of this course. They
joying the wonderful weather and the friends and there is universal sorrow felt he should have been retained in dent of the Senate, became governor
When you pay by check on the North
“AN UNPATRIOTIC SENATOR”
that the end should come while he his position. They were disgruntled. of Maine as a result af the death of
play of 18 holes.
was
yet
in
the
prime
of
life.
There
is
no
arguing
that.
At
once
Gov.
Parkhurst.
The
next
year.
1922,
Pete Moran is looking for a big
National Bank you use the stamp of
His business activities ceased five men and women, too, began urging John P. Deering of Saco, who had
entry list for this coming Saturday,
weather permitting, and it is hoped weeks ago when disease had made Dr. Thomas to oppose the Governor’s been Gov. Parkhurst's opponent for Mrs. Quimby Thus Characterizes Gould of Maine In
sound judgment—assuring safety and
This urging came the nomination in 1920, opposed Gov.
that all the club members who can such inroads that he knew he must renomination.
lay down his work. During the last from all parts of the State, for Dr. Baxter. He was decisively beaten in
Address At State W C. T. U. Convention
possibly report for service will do so,
illness he received unceasing care Thomas has strong friends all over the primary.
prestige.
and thus close the season with a big
from his wife and son, his nephew. Maine.
Again in 1926, Gov. Brewster was
get-together.
Dr. W. H. Hahn of Friendship, and
It has been said that the doctor asking a renomination for his sec
Last Saturday's scores:
The success of any reform, said speaker. She pronounced It not only
some of the ablest specialists in has been urged by many to go in. It ond term, according to the custom
Mrs. Althea Quimby, State president unpatriotic, but a direct misrepresen
Z M. Dwinal ................ ................. 94—23—71 Maine and Massachusetts.
which
had
long
prevailed
among
can
be
said
with
equal
truth
that
it
.................
95
—
22
—
73
.1 A Black ..................
tation of the principles of the pioneer
Capt. Webber is survived by his has come from a good many persons. Maine Republicans. Major Thayer of of the W.C.T.U. at the State conven
H. F. Ross .................. ................. 89—15—74
tion in Bangor Wednesday, is meas prohibition State.
A. W. Foss ..................... ................. 93—18—75 wife, formerly Annie Perry, one son The question has been asked: How Bangor, whom Brewster had refused
“Had Senator Gould been equally
F. (’ Dyer .................... ................. 89—13— 76 Ralph A. Webber; a sister, Mrs. My many is many? That is immaterial. to reappoint as Chairman of the In ured not by the limit it has to go, but
by the distance it has to come. Sure frank during his primary campaign,”
W. O. Fuller ............... .................. 102—26—76 ron T. Hahn of Rockland: two
The fact that he has been urged dustrial Accident Commission, op ly, continued Mrs. Quimby, the cause she said, “he would never have been
A.
Jones .................. ................. 92—16—76
....... 100—d 2—78 brothers. Martin of Thomaston and, covers the matter, whether it is three posed
him for the nomination. of temperance has come a long way, so misplaced as to occupy a seat in
If. A. BufTum .............
1. K Mr'itae ... ......... .................. -94—13—81 Melvin
of Rockland;
and two or three thousand who have written Brewster won by a handsome margin.
H. E. Robinson ........... .................. 91—10—81 nephews. Dr. W. H. Hahn of Friend him letters asking that he oppose Men who had been his hitter oppo Since the early crusade days for at the United States Senate from Maine.
K. R. Veazie ............... .................. 93—10—83
that time every State in the Union, Every honorable effort will be made
W. C. Ladd ................. .................. 100-16-84 ship and Dr. Myron T. Hahn Jr., of Gardiner. A more fitting, more per nents in 1924, got behind Brewster with the exception of Maine, had the at the next election to replace Sena
Boston. The funeral services at 3 tinent question would be:
because Republican custom which is license plan or free rum. In defiance tor Gould with a temperance man.”
o’clock this afternoon will be conThe urge of a very few people, if to give a governor two terms. There
She expressed the opinion that Maine
ductetd by Rev. Jesse Kenderdine. they be the right ones, is of far is reason to feel that this will be the of the law, liquor was brought into
Intimate friends of the family are in greater importance than would those attitude which Republicans will take Maine by the carload, and in some should send to Washington not only
temperance men—believers in pro
vited. The interment will be in Sea of hundreds, who were not the rigTlt in the event that anything is done in cases the office of the sheriff was
used as a base for liquor traffic. hibition—but men outspoken regard
View cemetery.
ones. A few who know how to organ the way of a definite attempt to re Scarcely a community was free ing the efficacy of this great National
ize a campaign, know how to get the fuse Gov. Gardiner a second term.— from the drunkard’s home and the policy—the great statesmanlike re
votes to the polls and who will work | Sam Conner in the Lewiston Journal. drunkard’s child.
THE LOWEST BIDDER
form.
There are some automobile acci
Mrs. Quimby referred to the last
of the W.C.T.U. in Bangor, dents in the United States because
Bangor Man Will Build the STEAMBOAT VENTURE
HE WAS MISQUOTED meeting
which was In 1909. On that occasion of prohibition. If prohibition should
Rockland-Rockport Road
there was a parade, headed by Mrs. be removed from this fast-clip Na
Castine Corporation Buys the Kennebec Journal Apologiz Lillian M. N. Stevens, and Anna tion, Henry Ford has said that he
For $33,663
Adams Gordon, which
marched would stop making cars, as he did not
es To Mr. Garland On the through the streets carrying flags and wish to be instrumental in adding to
Golden Rod — Rockland
W. H. Hinman, Inc., of Medway,
the death rate of the country.
banners calling for prohibition.
Mass., and Manzie I. Rogers of Ban
Man In Command
Library Story
Surveys of social and economic
The goal has been reached in a
gor were the low bidders respectlve’v
measure and yet it is no time for the conditions by men and women of
for
the
construction
of
two
highwaS
The
Kennebec
Journal
sounds
an
A
new
steamboat
company
to
be
Rockland, Maine
great army of white rlbboners to reputation all point to the fact that
sections, one in Peru and the other known as the Bay View Steamboat apology to Rev. Carl N. Garland
rest, for it is true that the nation to there is a tremendous decrease in
between Rockland and Rockport, bids
(former Rockland minister) whom it day is not enjoying the full benefits drinking and the amount of money
for which were opened Friday morn Company has been formed to run had misquoted in connection with a of prohibition, because of some in spent for drink; no economist has
ing by the State highway commis on the route connecting Belfast with statement concerning the Augusta effective and unreliable officials.
been found to disagree with prohibi
sion. The matter of awarding con Pripet, North Brooksville and Cas Public Library. The Journal's apolo
The speaker cited the effort made tion from an economic standpoint,
tracts will be taken up by the high tine. It will carry the mail, passen gy is here reprinted as the original by leaders in society to make the and it is highly significant that the
CHECKING
CHRISTMAS CLUB
way commissioners with the Gover
article had been copied into this, as serving of liquor at social functions wets have never discussed the eco
SAVINGS
CREDIT INFORMATION
nor and Council at their meeting this gers and freight.
well as other papers.
unpopular, in order to create senti nomic benefits of prohibition, much
Raymond
Bowden
of
Castine
has
TRUST
INVESTMENTS
* • * •
Saturday morning.
ment for prohibition. And they are less denied them. The upward curve
the
contract
and
charge
of
the
mall
SAFE DEPOSIT
TRAVELERS’ CHECKS
The bids opened for building State
In response to a call for suggestions doing just what they had hoped to of prosperity in the United States ia
Project “P" 3.21 miles of gravel road service. Capt. David L, Haskell will for Kiwanis work in the year to come, do. It is beginning to be “bad form” no accident, but a logical result of a
LOANS
COLLECTIONS
between Rockland and Rockport he in command of the steamer and Mr. Garland suggested the replace to expect liquor at such gatherings. conservation of mental and physical
NIGHT SAFE
John Little of Castine is the engineer.
were:
ment of dilapidated and worn out ’It simply is not done any more,” as forces.
The steamer Golden Rod has been
Manzie I. Rogers, Bangor, $33,663:
books, saying In substance that nine- one woman expressed it. Dr. Wil
Mrs. Quimby said it remained for
purchased
from
Coombs
Brothers,
as
DIRECTORS
OFFICERS
Amos D. Bridges Sons. Inc,, Hazard
tenths of the books in the Library liam Mayo of Minneapolis said re the year 1929, to bring out a woman
well
as
the
wharves
at
Pripet
and
HENRVRB° BIRBDRD
MAYNARD S. BIRD,
ville, Conn.j $42,652; Sawyer & Car
should be burned and replaced by cently, "Sobriety is gaining in the who has dedicated her life to "Mak
lisle Const. Co., Inc., Ellsworth, $47,- North Brooksville. The price paid is new volumes. The Kennebec Jour United States. The middle class in ing liquor respectable.” She is the
ADRIEL U. BIRD
Chairman of the Board
$2,500
for
business
facilities
that
are
669; Ralph M. Davis, Old Town.
nal reporter, misunderstanding Mr. America is no longer drinking. The chairman of a group of women under
estimated to be worth $10,000. Messrs.
fr. p BLAISDELL
H. N. McDOUGALL, President
$49,694; W. H. Hinman. Inc., Medway.
Garland’s remarks, quoted him as class at the top and the dregs at the the Woman’s Organization for Na
Bowden,
Haskell
and
Little
own
the
N. B. COBB
J. C. PERRY, Vice President
Mass., $50,521: D. S. McGrath, Inc..
taking a moral stand against the bottom are still at it. The saloon is tional Prohibition Reform—a mis
common
stock
and
Belfast
merchants
Adams, Mass., $50,772; Portland Con
books. The Kennebec Journal sin gone, and no one wants it back. nomer, for the object is not to reform
L. W. FICKETT
c. M. KALLOCH, Vice President
have
taken
$1,000
in
preferred
stock.
tracting Co., Inc., Portland, $51,373;
cerely regrets this error and is glad Liquor is scarce and what there is but to repeal prohibition.
The
Capt. Haskell has had four years’
X W.'HUPPER
M' R' PILLSBURY- Vie# PrM'
Wyman & Simpson, Inc., Augusta,
to make this correction in justice to is not safe.
W.C.T.U. with the support of the
experience
as
captain
of
the
steamer
j
JAMESON
EARLE MclNTOSH, Vice Pres.
$51,971'; Naugler Brothers, Bruns
Mr. Garland, the Klwanis Club and
• • • •
church women of all denominations,
wick, $53,477; Boone & Brewer, Const. J. T. Morse on the route between the Lithgow Library.
C. M. KALLOCH
ELMER C. DAVIS, Treasurer
The W.C.T.U. as an organization of the Parent-Teacher Association, of
Rockland and Bar Harbor.
Co.,
Presque
Isle,
$53,727;
G.
BonozMr. Garland expressed his views as
G. A. LAW R E N'C E
Capt. Leighton W. and A. Perry to goal of attainment for the Kiwanis while condemning the use of alcoholic the Federation of Women’s clubs, ac
H. N. McDOUGALL
MANAGERS OF BRANCHES
zoli & Sons, Hudson, Mass., $36,669:
Coombs are well known to everyone program this year. He had previously beverages, recognizes the value of cept the challenge, and is ready to say
Cianchette
&
Giovannucci,
Pittsfield.
J. C. PERRY
L. W. SANBORN, Vinalhaven
fruit juices in the diet, and commends to them, "Do your worst,” we will
$58,767; Joseph McCormick, East in this vicinity as they have suc referred to the Library ns a worthy the use of them in non-alcoholic match it with our best. The Woman’s
M. B. PERRY
E. E. JOYCE, Camden
Providence, ’ R. I.. $61,118; James H. cessfully conducted steamboat lines object for Kiwanis support and on drinks. At the last National conven Christian Temperance Union has the
Kerr. Rumford, (Informal), $50,397. for thirty-four years. For eighteen this occasion repeated his interest re tion. the department of non-alcoholic advantage of a long start and we
C 3 STAPLES
J"
WILLIAMS. Union
years they were operating a Penob garding its needs.
G. W. WALKER
GGOULD, Warren
fruit products was adopted, and Mrs. know we will win the race.”
scot River line to Bangor and for 18
In the course of his remarks he
It is believed that the plan of th©
G. B. WOOD
H. S. DAVIS, Rockport
years have conducted an excursion paid high tribute to those who have Doran, wife of Dr. Doran, Federal
business. Seventeen years ago they made such a beautiful structure pos prohibition commissioner, was ap opponents is to repeal state codes
RESOURCES
bought the Eastern Bay Steamboat sible and expressed himself as proud pointed head of this department by on© by one. Eternal vigilance has
LOANS ANO DISCOUNTS ..................................................$2,653,096 61
Company, owned by Castine people of such an institution, but deplored the Maine W.C.T.U,. in order to popu always been the price of liberty and
U. S. SECURITIES ................................................................. 433,872 50
who ran the Golden Rod and have the lack of support from the stand larize all kinds of fruit and non-al will be the price of prohibition
BONDS AND STOCKS ................................................ ......... 1,074,609 37
since owned this little steamer. point of supplying it with sufficient coholic drinks.
REAL ESTATE OWNED ...............*......................................
84,731 62
Mrs. Quimby spoke in the highest
Coombs Brothers will continue with books and keeping these books prop
CASH ON OEUOSIT .............................................................. 201.355 92
the Castine in summer work. Capt. erly replaced. It was at this point terms of praise of the young people YOUR FAVORITE POEM
CASH ON HAND ...................................................................... 142.626 89
A. p. Coombs resides in Pripet and that he made th© statement that a of today, who, she said, are not de
AWAY
TRUST INVESTMENTS ...................................................... 135,586 33
Capt. L. W. Coombs resides in Bel large number of the present books bauched and are not being debauched,
I cannot say and I will not say
fast. They fully appreciate the busi had been used so frequently as to be in spite of much bally-hoo about the That
he is dead—He is just away!
$4,725,879 24
ness Belfast has given them in past utterly worn out and thereby quite deplorable state of affairs in Ameri
can colleges. Twelve thousand young With a cheery smile, and a wave of the hand.
years.
LIABILITIES
unfitted for further circulation .
people in the 83d International con He has wandered Into an unknown land.
CAPITAL STOCK ....................................................................$ 100,000 00
The Golden Rod will be repaired in
He urged the education of the peo
npHE name of this packCamden and the Castine will be used ple to the need of a replacement vention of the Christian Endeavor And left us dreaming how very fair
SURPLUS ................................................................................... 100,000 00
A age means just what it
on the route until the work is done. fund, mentioning not less than society, in a telegram to President It needs must be, since lie lingers there.
UNDIVIDED PROFITS .......................................................... 237,997 03
The Castine will then be hauled up* $20,000. The income of this fund, Hoover, pledged themselves to abstain
DEPOSITS:
says—outstandingly dif
from all alcoholic beverages and to And you—O you. who the wildest yearn
for the winter.
SAVINGS .....................................................$3,096,093 73
added to that already available which
For the old-time step and the glad return,—
ferent—it’s a true Apollo
Bay View Steamboat Company has is considered far inadequate, would co-operate with the Government in
DEMAND ................................................... 1,056,202 15
the
enforcement
of
the
Eighteenth
been
organized
at
Castine
to
carry
Think
him faring on. as dear
------------------- 4,152,296 88
package—an assortment
still be a very moderate sum for new Amendment. Young people’s socie In the of
love of There as the love of Here:
passengers and freight on the high purchases and replacements.
TRUST DEPARTMENT ........................................................
135,586 33
of delicious milk and sweet
ties
are
securing
a
million
signers
to
seas, to and from ports in this State
loyal still as he gave the blows
the Youth's Roll call for law observ And
and other States and in foreign coun
COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE
Of his warrior strength to his country’s foes.
chocolate coated pieces.
$4,725,879 24
ance. College presidents testify to
Qctober 15, A D., 1<>2D
tries; capital, $10,000 half common KNOX 88.
We. the undersigned. having been duly the sobriety and morality of today’s Mild and gentle as he was brave.
and half preferred; par value per
appointed by the Honorable 'Melzer T. Craw
When the sweetest love of his life lie gave
share, $25; president, Arthur W. Pat ford, Judge of Probate within and for said college students, often reporting an
ROCKLAND. MAINE
terson; treasurer, Raymond P. Bow County, Commissioners to receive and decide improvement over former years.
To simple things: where the violets grew
Mrs. Quimby spoke of the fine pa Pure as the eyes they were likened to,
den; clerk, Irene L. Bowden, all of upon the claims of the creditors of Moses
Halil late of Warren In said County, deceased triotic stand of the members of the
Castine.—Belfast Journal.
whose estate has been represented insolvent, editorial staff of the Western News The touches of his hands have strayed
hereby give public notice, agreeably,to tiie
As reverently as his lips have prayed;
order of the said Judge of Probate, that six paper Union, which provides editorial
months from and after September *24. 1928 material for 11,000 newspapers with When tiie little brown thrush that harshly
chirred
have been allowed to said creditors to present 25,000,000 readers. They have agreed
Was dear to him as the mocking-bird:
and prove their claims, and that we will at
ETTA BLACKINTON will do Re
tend to the duty assigned us at the Probate not to use any so-called joke based
~
CHOCOLATES^
Court Room, Court iHousc, Rockland, Maine, on violation of prohibition from now And he pitied as much as a man in pain
modeling, Relining and Repairing
A writhing honey-bee wet with rain.—
Xov. 6, 1929, and'March 11. 1930. at ten of the on.
Ladiet’ and Men’a Clothing, at 49
clock in the forenoon of each of said days.
The pronouncement as given in the Think of him still as the same. I say:
EDWARD K. OOULD,
FULTON ST., Southend. Tel. 960-J
newspapers recently by one of the He is not dead—he is just away!
E.YSIMX DTI 8
124*T127
Maine Senators, was deplored by the
124-T-130
|
Commissioners,
»—James Whitcomb Riley.

A

NEW

GARAGE

L. N. Littlehale, Mgr.

Charles E. Flanders of North Wal
doboro was, yesterday shaking hands
with old-time friends in town, some
of whom had not seen him in many
years, and they were glad to have a
friendly word with him and bring
back old days when he worked here
at carpentering. In ancient times the
Flanders were regular visitors to the
city. Alden Flanders, the father of
Charles, used to drive here his team
of htrses three times a week, bring
ing lime casks to market. Charles
had some happy memories of the
Loon Club of 40 years ago, and a pic
nic outing they had at Jefferson Pond.
“But the fellow’s are mostly all gone,”
he said, shaking his head. He had
one complaint to make, and that was
with Uncle Sam’s postoffice.
“The Saturday issue of The Cou
rier-Gazette,” sez he. “goes to Wali doboro on the afternoon train, lies
I there in the postoffice over Sunday,
goes to Jefferson Monday and lies
(there another night, and comes out
, to us Tuesday afternoon on the rural
delivery, and so W’e get it—72 hours
coming 20 miles. That’s what I call
hot stuff. I could beat It with an oxteam. And all the issues of the paper
and all the Rockland mail to our re
gion is the same way. Your Chamber
of Commerce ought to put up a holler
for better rural mail service.”

Tournament

The Stamp of
Sound Judgement

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

Security Trust Co*
SERVICES OFFERED

DISTINCTIVE

A Bank of the People

CHISHOLM BROS.

REPAIRING

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMEB-A-WEEK

Rockland, Me., Oct. 15, 1929.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
oath declared that he la Pressman In the
oBce of The Courler-Gaaette, and that of the
Issue of this paper ot Oct. 12, 1929, there wa
printed a total of 6228 copies.
Before me,
FRANK R. HILLER.

on

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 15, 1929

Page Two
SOUND

A QUAINT DEED

TRAIN

THE LAST RACE

COMING

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Results In New Trotting Rec
Found In Virginia Court
,
.
House By Rockland Man Due At Rockland Postoffice Friday At 11 A M.—Camden,
ord For Knox. Park, By
Rockport, Thomaston and Warren In Itinerary
Walter
Moore
—Also Quaint Order

Glenwood Range Special

The curtain rang down on the rac
Sense of humor is always upper
ing season at Knox Trotting Park
Notary Public.
most with Timothy E. McNamara,
Saturday, but not until a new trotand while in Virginia this summer he
| ting recor-d had been established for
When the righteous are in authori secured a copy of a quaint deed re
; that track by A. M. Newbert’s Walter
ty, the people rejoice: b|jt whdn the corded in the county where he was
, Moore, which did a mile in 2.11%,
wicked beareth rule, the people stopping. Here are a few extracts:
i
The best previous record was 2.12%
mourn.—Proverbs 29:2.
, "Tills Indenture made this 29th
I
and was* made by Peter Mozart.
Bay of April in the year of our Lord./
Walter Moore had things- pretty
1925, between John King originally an
We have been following with inter
, much his own way in the 2.17 class
emigrant from the Sod. viz: the land
est the progress of a campaign of Buttermilk and Potatoes or in other
but there was a lively scramble for
the other positions. Vi Directum
recently set going by the Beverly words the Kingdom of Ireland but
finally getting second place,
(Mass.) Hospital to provide an now a sojourner in the United States 1
i A Rockland horse was first in the
of America at home every where and
endowment fund of half a million dol no where of course i f no fixed place
2.21 class. Bob Braden capturing that
lars.
The Beverly institution, in of residence of the one part and John
; event in straight heats.
'Senator
! Buzzell’s Peter J. K. was in first
common with every hospital unpro A. Blevens of the Town of Salem, in 1
every heat in the 2.23 class.
vided with fixed income, has found i' the County of Botetourt and State of
On Friday next. Rockland and stir- i while in the confines of the state
Virginia of the other part.
The attendance was very small and
The
chief
executive
of
the
state
was
necessary at intervals to engage in
rounding
countryside
will
have
the
"Witnesseth: That for and in con
i very disappointing, when it is con
very
much
impressed
with
the
dem
delightful
experience
of
welcoming
organized money-raising to clear off sideration of tlie circumstances of 1
sidered that all of the competing
to this section of Maine the Publix on«*trations which were put on for
accumulations arising from a series the said Elevens having intermarried
1 horses have been flashing at the
withI a natural d.iugiitc? id said King
Train. one of the ma. v,-Is of bis benefit and for the edification of
; Maine fairs this fajl.
of yearly deficits. So its friends and
by name Sal’.ie for whom he has the the age. and a feature of Yit&phone the hundreds of people who were at
C. Earle Ludwick started the races
tracted
by
the
unique
looking
vehicle.
supporters resolved to put a stop tc true Irish iffection and also in the|and Movietone pre- .nations that will
, so efficiently that the show was all
More
will
be
said
about
this
train
cause
all
who
view
it
to
wonder
more
these annual deficits with a campaign further consideration of the sum of
when and where this rapidly pro later. It will arrjve here early Fri over by mid-afternoon. F. M. Simto end campaigns. The goal is nearly One Dollar in hand paid at and before gressing exploitation of sound pic day noon and will be greeted by city 1 mens and Perley Fairfield were the
the sealing and delivery of these
reached. The hospital is to have its
officials and Chamber of Commerce. judges. F. E. Burkett and Jimmy But
piesents the receipt whereof is here tures will end.
The Sound Train, with its escort of ler were timers, Col. W. H. Butler
The train itself is a novel and inhalf million dollars, the income front by acknowledged. the said John King
j teresting affair that has caused gasps automobiles (practically all of the was clerk and Henry Jordan was
which will provide against that recur has granted, bargained, sold, aliened ! of wonder from all who have viewed dealers represented) will meet at the flagman. The summary:
rent deficit and relieve the commun and confirmed unto the said Blevens | it. it is being :outed through this monument in Camden,proceeding
2.17 Class
and his heirs two certain lots of
tastern section of through the business sections of Walter Moore. A. M. Newbert ............ 1 1 1
ity from the labor and annoyance of ground in the town of Salem afore northern and
i: .. Bent into other Camden. Rockport and Rockland, ar- Vi Directum. Henry flukey ............... 2 3 2
l>erpetual campaigns. It is with a said. with all buildings. app:ndages Maine pri r t
i-parts of the United States, and upon riving at Post Office Square. Rock Peter Belmont. Meader & Brown ..... 3 2 L
similar end in view that the Knox and appurtenances thereunto belong leaving here will travel in it< wind- land a; 11 a. m. There it will be offi- Peter Tingling. McLaughlin Bros...... 6 4 4
Peter Bingen. .1. H. Hobbs ................. 5 6 t
County General Hospital has taken ing lying on the south side of the Main ' ing route through the principal cities cially greeted by Mayor Carver and flendil. H < Buzzell ......
7 «
street and bounded on the East by
4
The Sheik. Dr. Ellingwood................
steps to provide an endowment fund Jacob Stevens on the South by X. f the country, visiting prominent .a concert will be given.
Time. 2.11%. 2.13%. 2.13.
Publix theatres enroute.
The Sound Train will be at tlie
which already has reached approxi Burwell’s land and on the West by
2.21 Class
Wednesday
morning.
Governor High School at noon, and will devote
1 1
mately $75,000. Said Mr. Curtis, a an alley and known on the plan of William Tudor Ga’diner greeted the the afternoon to viaits to Thomaston Bob Braden. II. B. Burgess ..............
Jimmie Direct, Shattuck ..................
said
town
by
the
numbers
three
and
train and its representatives in Au and Warren.
generous contributor: "Your hospi
3
Johnny Dugan. Bay Hall ..................
four Io the sole use and behoof of
Concert at Park Theatre 6 p. m.. Riiinbolier, M F. Donohue ............... 4
tal needs in its treasury an endow him the said John Blevens and his gusta. *ww'.coming the crew to Maine
Time. 2.16%, 2 18%. 2.18%.
and wishing them a successful trip ■ and Strand Theatre at 8.39 p. m.
301 Main Street
ment of two hundred thousand dol heirs forever and the said John King
2.23 Class
Peter J. K.. H f. Buzzell .—............... 1 1 1
lars; with the income from that the said premises hereby conveyed,
Dromo Bill. Ra.. Hall ....................... 2
SWAN’S ISLAND
EOB OTT RETURNS
amount, every year would find at or intended to be conveyed against
Mr. Worthy. F. M. Blaekington ....... 3
the claim, or claims of all and every
Mr. and Mrs. Ferd Morse are visit Betsy L., E. P. Dearborn ................... 4
its close all indebtedness cared for.” person, or persons whomsoever will
ing friends in Portland and vicinity.
Time. 2.U.%. 2.18. 2.17%.
We are confident that in the pro warrant and defend to the Blevens Well-Known Showman At
Rev. Mr. .Lewis and family were
WAS OLDEST RESIDENT
and
heirs
forever.
”
cess of time this will be achieved and
The Park After Ten Y ears entertained 'Sunday at dinner at the ary: L.S.VJG., Doris Joyce. There
Recorded in the same county is an
home of Mr. and Mrs?. Orin Milan.
Capt. William H Holbrook, oldest
the fund, already handsomely started,
were 40 members present.
order of the King which sounds
Absence
A
social
and
entertainment
was
resident
of St. George, died last night,
attain its desired proportions.
strangely to those who have heard of
Mr. Green of Rockland wile at the
given by the Epworth League in the
in Eltnorc. aged 95 years, lie, was a
the Eighteenth Amendment.
It
Bob Ott. who returned to the Park
lsnad
on
business
has
rendered
some
church vestry Friday evening. Re
Theatre yesterday, after an absence
very fine -solos in the Methodist and native of Boothbay, hut had made his
Then there was the stereoscope. reads:
freshments were served.
•
•
•
•
j
o
f
n
j
ne
years,
can
hardly
complain
Baptist Churches. The people cer home in St. George since he was three
Mostly it reclined upon a table in
Thelma
Johnson
cf
Portland
is
At a Court held for Botetourt County of
warmth of his reception. The
years old. lie retired from the sea
tainly appreciate his kindness.t
visiting
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the seldom occupied parlor, and
February 14th, 1774K:
house sold cut at the opening, and
about 2 years ago after a successful
The
'Methodist
Ladies
’
Aid
was
en

Henry
Johnson.
when all other devices failed was
Ordered that the several rates fol another audience had accumulated in
career in the coastwise trade. He is
Roy Stanley has a new Willys- tertained Friday at the home of Mrs.
survived by one daughter. Miss Em
brought out for the edification of a lowing be observed by the Ordinary the lobby, waiting for the second
G.
F.
Newman.
A
delicious
supper
Knight
car.
Keepers in this County, to wit:
show. These hundreds were inter
ma Holbrook, who cared for him the
helpless visitor. This bit of social
was
served
with
proceeds
to
church
Officers
of
Harbor
View
Rebekah
For West India Rum they may de ested in Bob Ott. It is said that the
past year; and two brothers.
benefit.
rescue work it shared with the family mand ten shillings per Gallon.
house records were broken for the Lodge were installed Wednesday eve
ning
by
District
Deputy
President
For Rum made on this continent, opening night of a traveling attrac
album, though not so deadly in char
Cleveland Dunham had the m,-sfor^he wise modern housewife shares
Grace M. Howe of Camden, assisted tune recently to hurt bis hip while !he,. burden;i and iets The People’s
acter. For in those days, when tastes two shillings & six pence per Gallon. tion at popular prices.
Noble working , n a boat, and on Saturday j j aundl.y, Tel. l70, do her family wash,
Madeira Wine twelve sh dings per
Plainly, as sh: wn by the laughter by Marshal Inez Crosby:
were organized upon a plane less vio Gallon. For Claret, sixteen shillings
and applause. Mr. Ott and his associ grand. Lilia Smith: vice grand. Mary after much suffering he was taken to 1 rups and quiits. The cost is low. the
lent than the present, the stereo per Gallon, for Teneriff Wine, ten
ates pleased this huge outpouring. Kent; secretary. Stella Hart; treas Bangor by Dr. l’opplestone who hoi>es service prompt, the work excellent,
scopic view was not without its shillings per Gallon. Jor French In the first place, his chorus girls are urer. Abbie Stanley; warden. Rilla that the use of the x-ray may find '
124-tf
1
--------------------appeal to one’s sense of beauty, and it Brandy, five shillings per Gallon. For young, agile, personable and have Jellison: conductor. Hester Freethey; what is causing the pain.
Peach Brandy five shillings per Gal an ai.unilan....... . "I- i " a: rt enthusi- chaplain. Amy Staples: 1 G., Mabe!
-------------------- There are two Christian graces.
was educational as well. We recall lon. For Apple Brandy four shill
The center of gravity of humar in humility and purity, which are en
apm. Thcv are fCven plenty to,C and Stanley; O. G.. Eleanor tan Horn;
cut of our boyhood one of ’em—a pic ings per Gallon. For Virginia strong they do it wry well with a spon- R- s- N- G - Minnie Stanley ; L.S.N.G.. , a-rest is no longer liberty but wealth, tirely spoilt hy talking about them.—
ture made in Italy, of a riverside Malt Beer bottled three months seven t treity n t often i.'::d in'mb shows. | Lillian Joyce; R.SV.G.. Josie Con-J-Nicholas Murray Butler.
Dean Inge.
street backed by buildings of impos pence half penny per bottle, same Here is the Spirit of real V Uth. The j
—
not bottled three months, one shilling
4
ing architecture, and a gentleman, and three pence. For Bunmbo with costumes, too, are fresh and varied— "
doubtless of Italian lineage, standing two Gills of Rum to the quart made there seemed a^new set for almost |
every appearance.
in the midst, whose trousers fitted with white sugar, one shilling and
Ott himself has a local following, i
t
three penee. For the same made with
❖
him attrociously. We forget the
and he received plenty of applause I
brown sugar, one shilling per quart.
❖
name of this “view,” upon which we For whiskey per gallon five shillings. from friends < Id and new. Unlike
J
used to feast our juvenile eyes, but it For whiskey bumbo made with white same comedians who might be named 1
—but won’t be—ihe does not overdo.
Balancedhad in it the quality of r mance and sugar seven pence half penny per He doesn’t wear out his welcome,
quart. For Virginia cider per gal- ,
to it we refer those first longings to
and
he'seems
content
to
let
others
j
Ion one shilling and three pence. For
R4BJ0
Unit
travel in foreign lands which later Bristol strong beer per bottle one , have their share of the applause. !
❖
Also
when
he
removes
his
make-up
For a
came to be gratified. We cannot shilling and three pence.
really allow ourself to speak of the warm diet with small beer nine pence.
For cold diet with small beer six
❖
stereoscopic view with unqualified i pence. Fo- Lodging in clean sheets,
♦
disrespect.
one in a bed six pence, if two in a bed
,-------------------- three pence three farthings, if more
Dr. Evans says—we generally read | than two nothing. I*or corn per gal❖
, Ion six pence. For pasturage twenty
what he says, it sounds so sensible.
' four hours six pence. For stablage
though we can’t always remember with plenty of hay or fodder one night
what it was he advised—pointing out seven pence half penny. For oats by
i
that the beginning of October marks the sheaf three pence fora good large
❖
the end of the healthful season adds one'___________

$10.00 FOR YOUR OLD RANGE
NO MATTER WHAT ITS CONDITION
For the next two weeks we make this offer to
every purchaser of a new Glenwood Range.

A YEAR TO PAY FOR ANY STYLE
will buy the new GLEN
WOOD N with Elevated
Shelf.

*79

A full size, guaranteed Glenwcod

Remember: We carry all repairs for every Glen
wood Range

EVERY RANGE DELIVERED AND PIPED

BURPEE’S

NKI TROl>VM’- PLUS

in three charming models from

that
HOW HE GOT HIS START
.With October the common cold lx?- j
•----comes prevalent. By November there Cyrus H. K. Curt s Furnishes Inspiraare complaints of sore throat. Some- j tion For a Group of Boston Niewswhere around Thanksgiving begins
boys.
the season where public meetings are
A fascinated group cf newsboy? at
disturbed by eoughers. By the end of the Burroughs Newsboys^oundation
the year pneumonia will be the great in Boston heard Cyrus H. K. Curtis,
menace. Meanwhile there has been the publisher, tell them the story cf
an increasing prevalence of diph how he got his start selling news
theria, scarlet fever, measles and papers in the streets of Portland. Me., !
whooping cough, and soon smallpox | at ^he age of 1
unlimbers its guns.
Curtis related that it was on i
The thing to do. he says, is to get a Fourth of July in the Civil War
all the sunlight and air possible. Take ' dav and
1:ad «Pe'lt a!l
‘I11-1*
cents of a quarter his mother bad '
cold baths and long walks, building given him for the holiday. Meeting j
up your resistence.
Avoid those a newsboy who had three papers,
unhappy persons who "'cough and young Curtis persuaded him to hand i
|
sneeze and complain of colds. And in them over for the three pennies and j
then managed to dispose of them
conclusion the doctor is favorable to | himself for three cents each.
]
The following day he went to the
vaccination against colds.
newspaper office and got a regular
I job.
Has the brilliancy of the autumn |
--------—------,
foliage ever quite equalled the dem
THESE THINGS HAPPEN
----onstration of it with which the land
The Bangor Commercial prints an
scape of Knox County is at present
item saying that the Ladies' Aid of
glorified? Possibly, for definite recol the M. E. Church at Nealcy's Corner.
lection of these natural details is Hampden, is to serve at the church
difficult to establish — but surely vestry one of his famous suppers—
nothing in the past could exceed in cold sliced ham . mashed pbtatoes.
salads, bread and butter, rakes of all
beauty this riot of intermingled red pjnds and coffee—but does not say
and gold with which the mountains why it put the heading on the item,
and the forests of the plains are just i Another Big Feud at Nealey s Cor. ,
! per.”—Boston Globe.
now ablaze. It is a privilege to be
Somp R(W(1 cook scorned maybe._
alive and look upon it.
j Lewiston
Journal.
1
Or maybe this is a new way of
Too bad that* Bangor has to j Milling ’ford,

renounce this year the ambitious
BY WAY OF CORRECTION
musical festival which, since tho
Robert I). Thurston of Appleton,
closing down of the Maine Festival
who was a representative to the legis !
has been an annual autumnal feature
lature of 1927, calls attention of The
of our enterprising up-river neighbor. Courier-Gazette to the recent state- i
When it comes to staging a really ment appearing in its columns, that
imposing musical convention, and he had voted yes on the power export
hill, as an error.
maintaining it year after year upon
“If you will look up the legislative
the map, our State misses the uggres-; record of 1927.’’ he writes, “you will
eive personality and magnetism of Hind that I voted no on all bills for
i the exportation of power, except pos
that extraordinary leadjer, William j
sibly the one sponsored by Senator
Rogers Chapman.
Oaks of Portland, which was quite
--------------------| differept from the so-called SmithEvery world series brings to tlie "'yman bill. I am not an advocate
of exportation of power, and do not
lover of the National game some par | believe it should lie exported until
ticular quality of thrill. That seventh the State is supplied with what power
inning achievement, when the Ath- i it needs. The publishing of your edi. .
torial places me in a false position
letics hung up a s ring o
i
,
j bOpe you Wj]i kindly correct the
thereby overcoming Chicago's con error through the columns of your
fident lead of eight and winning the paper."
This paper is never guilty of a wil
game, will toe pointed to forever as
ful niisstatement, and regrets Ihe
one of the marvelous achievements in error of Which Mr. Thurston com
plains.
Ihe realm of baseball.

IPLIT-HAIR SELECTIVITY—
1 Pick, out^he Motions you want —
even when the air is busiest—and bri..g*
each in as a dear, strong, iudivi lu.l unit.

*

A

he seems to have discovered the
secret that eluded Pende de Leon. He |
has been coming to Maine for lo! i
these many years, but he Looks about ,
25 or 30.

The show moves at swift tempo, as j
all musical shows should do, and the !
principals give pleasure.
The troupe will present Wednesday 1
night as a special added attraction a
hone fide New York night club numher. on Thursday Scntcr Crane Company will present a style show with I
the Bob Ott girls, and Gregory's fineT
clothes f r men will he displayed'
hv the men. Friday will come an
old fashioned amateur night in addi(|on to the rtgulai show, and Saturdav afternoon ilo'.is will he given the
kiddies, the dolls now on display in
the Rockland Pharmacy^ Inc., win- |
dow.

The Wednesday-Thursday feature
picture is “The One Woman Idea.”
featuring Bod LaRoeque, a sound pic
ture. dealing with the mad love of a
Persian prince for an Englishman’s
wife.—adv.

WORLD SERIES END
Connie Mack- captured his fourth
v orld's ch.impicnship yesterday when
the Philadelphia Athletics defeated
the Chicago Cubs 3 to 2. The games
cf Saturday and yesterday were
marked by dramatic finishes/after the

( ubs h id
einiil certain winners, i
The Athletics won fuiy- games and
the Cubs er.e.

REMEMBER THE NAME

EPHI
PRONOUNCED F. I.

In the future when you are sufferng
from Head Colds. Asthma, Hay Fever,
Rose Cold and Catarrhal conditions
get a bottle of Ephi from your neigh
borhood druggist, or mailed direct
parcel post prepaid on receipt of fifty
cents.

PRIEST DRUG CO.
BANGOFk MAINE

DISTANCE EXTK AOP.DINAP.Y-Transcontinental reception is not uncom
mon. Under favorable conditions, Pacific
Coast owners of this set have aga'a acd
again listened to Japan and Australia.
TONE PERFECTION THAT Mil!RORS THE ORIGINAI__ Ultra-prcelse balancing of all fine electrical units
has achieved the famous Plulro tone —
pure, clear, Irue-to-lifc, free from
distortion.

Y

*

4 ►

V

X

❖
< ►

LOWBOY—Ncutrodvne-Plus . . SI29.50
Screen drill .... 119.50
HIGHBOY—NeutCr,dvnc-PIua . . 8149.50
Screen Grid .... 139.50
HIGHBOY DE LUXENentrorfvne-Plus ..... 8205.00
SercfenGrid.............................195.00
Table Model 867.00. Mantel Electro-Dy
namic Speaker 832.50. Tubes extra. All
pricea slightly higher on deferred payments.

TUIVE 11% SVXPAT
November 3rd and December 8th
LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI and the
famous Philadelphia Orchestra broad
cast sponsor ed by Philco. Station XXXX

Regular Philco Hour con
tinuer every t'riday evening.

RICH CABINET DEAUTY—Cabi
nets designed by leading exponents of
furniture art. Supc-ii woods are used—
American walnut of rare beauty, arborvitac, bird's-eye maple, Oriental walnut
— panels heartifuliy matched; speakers
covered with genuine tapestry.
ELECTRODYNAMIC SPEAKERS
BUILT IN—All Philco cabinets have
new type, improved, genuine electro
dynamic speaker also acoustic equalize;*
—built in.

Easy Terms
Only a small amount need be paid down.
Balance will be extended over a term of
months to suit your budget. Delivery upon
first payment.

PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR
ROCKLAND, ME.

m
Say it with

Flowers

TENANT’S HARBOR—Ernest Rawley
ST. GEORGE RD., THOM ASTON—Wayside Garage
THOMASTON—Cozy Corner Cupboard
NORTH HAVEN—Emery Wooster
WISCASSET—Haggett’s Garage
DARK HARBOR—Chester A. Decker
VINALHAVEN—Peaslee & Ross
CAMDEN—C. E. Marriner
FRIENDSHIP—F. D, Winchenbaugh
STONINGTON—T. E. Boyce

UNION- -Gorden-Lovejoy Co,

»

National
Candy Week
Specials
Peanut Butter Chips
29c lb. '
Peanut Butter Kisses
30c lb.
Spiced Jelly Strings
40c lb.

ITS

Spiced Drops
40c lb.

MUM

Marshmallows

TIME

one pound boxes

Chrysanthemums
The
most
g!orious of Autumn’s flowers, bring
the sparkle of sunshine into your
heme. Decorate with Chrysanthe
mums. We have them, now at
their radiant best. Order teday.

The
Little Flower Shop

29c
Peach Blossoms
39c lb.
WE CAN SEND YOU CANDY BY
MAIL. JUST TRY AJID SEE

CHISHOLM BROS.

“SILSBY’S”
399 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

122-tf

CONFECTIONERS
Opposite Waiting Room

Heats the Whole House
Oldtime Fireside
Cheer
When the outer doers swing
open ALLEN’S provides the
glow and cheer of the oldfashioned fireplace (patented).
"With the doors closed it re
sembles a piece of beautiful
furniture. Finished in walnut
porcelain enamel.

Cheery Warmth
in Coldest Weather
Cash
or •
Easy Terms

Your
old stove
Taken in
Exchange

TEL. 661

PHILCO DEALERS
WALDOBORO—Arthur H. Brown
NEW HARBOR—C. J. Hanna
SOUTH BRISTOL—E. T. Thompson
WARREN—Bryan S. Robinson
DAMARISCOTTA—Sands S. Woodbury
PORT CLYDE—L. B. Anthony Co.
LINCOLNVILLE—Nichols Garage
COOPER’S MILLS—F. F. Coombs
BELFAST—Fred D. Jones & Son
ROCKLAND—Sea View Garage

j___________

Free Demonttralion
The nearest Philco dealer will cheerfully
arrange Free Demonstration of this grrat
Neutrodync-PIus, Balanced-Unit Philco,
so you can prove its outstanding per
formance.

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
643 MAIN ST.

Rockland. Maine

Snug comfort
when wintry winds blow! Cheer and
restfulness of the old-fashioned glow
ing hearth when z^o weather grips
the land!
ALLEN'S circulates clean, health
ful, moist warm air throughout the
whole houee. Every room warm and
cozy in coldest weather. Burns any
kind of fuel.
Heat radiating fins—an exclusive
ALLEN feature—double the radiating
surfaces, increase heating capacity,
strengthen the castings, save fuel.
Why be satisfied with anything less
than ALLEN efficiency, economy, com
fort and beauty?

ALLEN’S
Parlor Furnace
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

u
I’

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 15, 1929
Mrs. S. F. Closson has sold her farm
at the Head-of-the-Bay to Maynard
W. Swan of Auburn.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Oct. 15- Progressive Literary Club meets
With Mrs. Cora Snow.
Oct. 15-17—Camden—Chautauqua In Opera
House.
Oct. 16—Opening meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Oct. 17—Chapin Class bridge party at home
of Mrs. H. J*. Blodgett.
Oct. 17—Knox County Fish and Game Asso
ciation has banquet and meeting at Odd Fel
lows* hall, Tenant’s Harbor.
Oct. 19—Knox il’omona Grange meets In

Wendell Emery leaves tomorrow
for Lynn, Mass., where he has a
sition with the Kresge Company.

The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
y.eterans meets tomorrow evening
.vith supper at 6. Mrs. John Beaton
^chairman. Business session follows.

Cushing.

Oct. 19—(Football, Rockland High as.
Morse High at Community Park.
Oct. 20—Rally Sunday at the Universalist
Church.
Oct. 21—Shakespeare Society celebrates
40th anniversary at Copper Kettle.
Oct. 22 Outing Club meets with Mrs. J. N.
Southard.
Oct. 28—IMcLaughlin concert at tUniversalist Church.
Oct. 23—Educational Club picnic at A. ft
Morton's at Tlie Highlands with speaker at
6.45.
f
Oct. 24 Camden Commandery’s gift ball
in Camden Opera House.
Oct. 24-25—Bangor—Eastern Maine Pythian
Jubilee Association.
Oct. 25—-Penobscot View Grange holds an
nual fair.
Oct, 27—Navy Day.
Oct. 29 (8 p. m.)—Annual meeting Past
Matrons and Patrons Association of 11th dis
trict. Masonic hall, Rockport.
Oct. 31—Halloween.

WORK SHOES

Mrs. Frank Wheeler of Berkley
street has an easter lily which was
planted this summer and has two
beautiful blooms.

4

Steamer Southport which has been
operating in connection with the Bos- ;
ton beats during summer has taken
| rooms in the “Eastern’s” winter hotel •
at Camden. She was hauled off Sun- I
day.

Pdfcker S. Merriam was elected and
installed as esteemed lecturing knight
last night by Rockland Lodge of Elks
succeeding Willis Lufkin, resigned.
It was the first meeting of the fall and
was featured by a lobster supper and
a good attendance.

PRUDENTIAL’S new policy
Modified Life Policy

Dwight W. Morrow of Mexico City.
Englewood, N. J. and North Haven.
Me., has been discussed as a possible
succesor to Senator Walter E. Edge,
soon to become ambassador to France,
but it is understood that President
Hoover is very desirous that he con- I
tinue to serve in Mexico, where his
work Mias been such an outstanding
success.

A new garage has been opened at
42 Park street, the old bakery build
ing, by 'L. N. Littlehale. Alden Ul
mer, Jr., will do the repair work and
E. C. “Keddy” Philbrook will be in
charge of the vulcanizing depart
ment.

Ralph Smith resumed his duties
witli the Central Maine Power CoOct. 31—Halloween dance, auspices of Monday, after two weeks’ vacation,
during which time Mr. and Mrs.
Itooevik Club.
Nov. 1—All Saints Day.
Smith were guests of Capt. and Mrs.
Nov. 1-2—Annual Economic (Conference in
W .F. Lakeman in West Somerville,
Lewiston.
Nov. 4—Monthly meeting of City Govern-' Mass.
ment.
Nov. 4—Belfast—-First regular meeting of|
Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Schoolmen's Club.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 19-21—Joint agricultural show In Lew
iston.
Nov. 21—Universalist Fair.
Nov. 22-23—Camden— Megunticook Grange

Now that the days are get
ting colder we are ready to
supply the men with me
dium or heavy weight

Uskide or Leather Sole

$2.29 to $5.00
We are now carrying the Famous

BASS
WORK SHOES

$5.00 '
All Sizes

The Fuller-Cobb-Davis store will
close at 4 o’clock Oct. 36 in order that
the annual store picnic may be prop I
“AT THE BROOK”
erly observed at Anglers Farm East
ROGKLAND, ME/
Union. The usual jollification will be
fair.
held with supper at 6.30 and a publi^
Nov. 22-23—Rockport town hall—Carnival,
dance in the evening at East Union
The Higgs automobile repair shop
benefit senior class of high school.
Grange hall. All ex-clerks are espe op Winter street has changed hands,
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 4—St. Peter’s annual Christmas bazaar. cially invited to the dance.
the new proprietor bemg N. M. L<»1’Dec. 25—Christmas.
•nan of this city. Mr Lofman nas
A quantity of rope was stolen Fri- I been associated with this shop the
Miss Etta Bpown has a position as
filing clerk in the welfare department day from the smack John McLoon. past year and will carry on the busiowned, by 0. B. Hyland and-Everett nefj.i along the successful lines Mr.
in Augusta.
Bryant. Prompt work on the part of Higgs has employed the past eight
Knox Pomona Grange meets in the police located the rope and re years. He has seme ten years’ ex
Cushing Saturday. The State chap sulted in the arrest of Harold Bowden perience as motor mechanic to carry
of Bluehill. Judge Miller yesterday to the enterprise and in addition has
lain will be the speaker.
fined him $10 and costs, with 3,0 days ; In his employ some expert me
chanics. Mr. Higgs will be associ
Fred Thompson has rejoined the in jail if fine is not paid.
ated with the shop for a while longer
versatile staff of Chisholm’s fruit
The October meeting of the Knox though his plans for the future are a
store after a week's vacation.
County Fish & Game Association will bit indefinite. He will first of all
Miss Annie Povich, box office as be held at Odd Fellows’ hall, Tenant’s dnjoy a richly earned rest.
sistant at Strand Theatre, has gone Harbor, Thursday. Lobster stew, escalloped Clams, baked black duck and
to New York on a vacation trip.
Stanley Guidmore of Prospect, who
all the fixins. The speaker will be is employed at Clark Island drove
Miss Marjorie Munroe of Mt« De Commissioner Stobie. Motion pictures on both sides of the street coming
sert Island is employed at the Park by zone warden Joe Stickney. Mem from Camden Sunday night, holding
street sea grill, now under the pro bers will leave from Court House at up a line of cars that dared not at
prietorship of Manley T. Perry.
5.30 p. m. Supper tickets $1.
tempt to pass him. When one car
finally did succeed in getting by the
The regular missionary meeting of
Manley T. Perry, who has recently owner reported to the State Highway
the Congregational Church will be closed a very successful season at Police, and Patrolman Daniel S. Pray
held with the Misses Young. 100 Wesley Lodge, Boothbay Harbor, soon had the man under arrest. In
North Main street, Thursday at 3 p.m. lias leased the restaurant in Studley the car, Patrolman Pray says, were
block. Park street, which has been three quarts of home brew and sev
Mrs. John Whalen of Old County managed by George Lewis the past eral “dead soldiers.” To make mat
road is at Knox Hospital following an season. The lease carries an option ters worse Guidmore’s car had
accident which occurred last week re for purchase. Mr. Perry formerly crashed into an automobile owned by
sulting in a badly broken bone in the operated the All-State Cafe in Cam the Livingston Manufacturing Co.,
left foot.
den, and has been very successful. and driven by Ernest Crie. Miss Mil
dred Oxton. who was also in the Liv
There will be an all-day meeting of
ingston car was cut around the eye.
Oct. 28 has been set for the benefit ! Guidmore was found guilty of tipsy
the relief sewing committee at the
Congregational
vestry
tomorrow, concert to be given under the auspices driving and was sentenced to 90 days
Wednesday. Luncheon will be served pf the organ fund committee of the In jail. He appealed and gave bail
Universalist Church, featuring Kitty in the sum of $200.
at cover cost.
McLaughlin, dramatic soprano, of
The prizewinners at Carr’s alleys New York, assisted by Alcada Hall,
A diagnostic chest clinic, will bo
last week were: Jacobs, 138; C. L. pianist, of Thomaston, and Faith G. held in the out-patient department of
Fuller, 121;
Pooler, 115;
Lane. Berry, accompanist. It is expected the Knox County General Hospital
Graham. Lew. Smalley and R. Grin lhat this will be one of the most bril* (ambulance entrance) on Tuesday,
liant musical events In this vicinity
nell, 112 each; Thomas 110.
Oct. 22. . starting at 10.30 a. m. The
for some time.
hospital collaborates with the Knox
Francis Orne has completed his
County Medical Society, the Maine
summer’s labors at Knowlton's mar
A greenstick fracture of the rear Public Health Association and tne
ket. and after a fortnight’s vacation mudguard with minor cuts and Rockland Red Cross nursing service.
will return to the Bryant-Stratton abrasions was sustained Saturday Specialists making the examinations
business college in Boston.
night hy Engine 1 while emerging are coining from Portland. Dr. Estes
from Central Fire Station in response Nichols is the chest specialist, Dr.
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick leaves to- j to a call from P»ox 25. One of the big ! E. H. Drake the heart specialist. Dr.
morrow morning for Atlanta. Ga.. as sliding doors was only partly open 1 E. B. Sylvester will give skin te>ts
sisting U. S. Deputy Marshal Lester when the bump took place. The door to determine the cause of asthma
D. Eaton in the conveyance of pris suffered from shock and a dislocated ! Examination will be made on recom I
oners to the federal penitentiary.
track. The alarm was for an incipient ' mendation of the family physician I
blaze near Glover’s mill which caused , The clinic nurse or Miss Steele will
U.S.S. Nevada, due here for stand no damage.
receive names of patients in the Red
____‘
ardisation tests on the Rockland
Cross office, telphone 931 -W. It is
when The Courier-Gazette went to
At the stated convocation ot King I preferred that the physicians give
press. The trial board arrived on the Solomon's Temple Chapter Wednes the names of those for whom they
course, was momentarily expected day, Most Excellent High Priest, wish examination. The number of
forenoon train.
Perley C. Dresser, of tha Grand'Royal patients is limited. Anyone interest
Arch Chapter of Maine, will be pres ed should consult his doctor at once.
The first of a series of suppers to
ent for the purpose of making annual
be given by the auxiliary of WinslowWttien th ? meek do get to inherit the
inspection.
All Companions are
Holbrook Post. A. L., takes place Sat
earth, it appears now as though their
urday night at Legion Hall from 5 to urged to be present, if possible, and
7. Black A- Gay are donating their ?lve the Grand High Priest a cordial great problem would still be the truck
famous baked beans an»d brown bread greeting. Please take notice that the driver.—Minneapolis Journal.
date is Wednesday and not the regu
for the occasion.
lar day, Thursday.
Banquet by
President Hoover points out that
The ^all meeting of the Lin Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., 50 cents we have the world’s costliest army.
This banquet will be Here's hoping that we never get our
coln Association of Congregational per plate.
Churches will be held in the Warren served at 6 o'clock in order that the money’s worth out of it. -New Yorker.
Congregational Church tomorrow, evening's work may begin promptly
Rummage sale, Saturday at Uni
with sessions at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m. at 7.30. There will be work in Past
Rev. Rodney Roundy, State superin Master and Most Excellent Master versalist vestry, oilens 9.30. auspice^
Linen Table.
124-125
tendent. and other interesting speak degrees.
ers have places on" the program. It is
hoped that Rockland will send a dele
The winter series ot dances under
gation.
,
auspices of the Forty ■Club will open
Oct. 24 with a Hallowden party at
At the weekly assembly in the High Wessaweskeag Grange hall.
Old
School auditorium yesterday William clothes will be in order with free
H. Wincapaw addressed a highly in cider and doughnuts. It will be a
terested student body on the subject semi-private affair with Dr. if. L.
of aviation. His flying experiences, Stratton as general chaitman. The
furnisthed through 12,000 hours of annual Forty Club show is In the
sky navigation, proved more enter process of selection and will be pro
taining than a chapter from a volume duced at an early date undef direc
of fiction for the reason that the boys tion of Adelyn Bushnell. Two young
and girls were listening to a narra sters from the Bdb Ott show pre
tion of actual experiences.
sented some clever dances at yester
day's luncheon with Dr. Blake B.
Floyd Dunean of North Haven, who Annis at the piano. "Bill” Boyd was
had a very strenuous summer serv
renewing old acquaintances and Ar
ing as boatman in connection with
the Dwight W. Morrow estate and as thur Russell of Portland and E. <C.
a foil to the constant barrage of Wilson of Rochester, N. Y.. were also
newspaper inquiries, was in th.e city guests.
Saturday and reports tlje island com
The Fourth Grade at the Tyler
munity as again at peace. A salt wa
ter swimming pool and a one-hole school. Miss Miller teacher, has com
golf course are being built on uhe pleted a chart, representing the land
ing of Columlbus on American shores
Morrow estate.
in 1492. The .figures ot Spaniards
The Home Methods Kitchen, one of and Indians were cut Jrom pictures
the city's "best known bakeries, has and colored, while tlie canoes con
been bought by George C. Sandner taining Indians were made by the
who has been head Jvaker there the children. They,were not able to find
past year qnd a half. Mr. Sandner pictures of the Pinta. Nina and Santa
proposes to conduct the establish Maria, hut Victor Hall very kindly
ment along the lines of a modern, made drawings of the vessels which
full service bakery and is well the children cut out and pasted on
equipped to do the work, having spent the chart. The background of the
many years in the game with the picture shows the ocean, land and
well known Otten Bakerie\and Har the sun just appearing over the hori
ris in Waterville. The kitchen has zon. it is a very creditable piece of
been operated several years past hy work and shows much effort on the
part of the teacher and children. The
Wallace M. Little.
children have been well drilled in the
Interest in local football not having life and history of the grrat naviga;
reached a stage satisfactory to the tor and are able to answer all kinds
school authorities, who see a steadily of questions on the subject.
accumulating balance on the wrong
Public supper will be served at Le
side of the ledger, a campaign has
i^en started to sell season tickets gion hall Saturday, 5 to 7. Menu:
for the game with Morse High of baked beans, brown bread, cold meat,
Bath next Saturday and Bar Harbor cabbage salad, doughnuts, cake and
High Nov. 2.
These tickets* are coffee. Price 35 cents.—adv.
124-125
offered to students at 35 cents, and the
business zone will be canvassed for
ticket sales at 75 cents. Upon the'
The name of Nemo's Repair Shop
outcome hinges the decision as to has been changed to Nilu'q Repair
whether football will be ’continued or Shop which means personal service — MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME
adv.
become a lost art,

McLAIN Shoe Store

4

'A^XMAS

13RADIO CLUB

JOIN NOW

WHILE MEMBERSHIPS
ARE STILL. OPEN
GET DETAILS
■from Vs

DONTDtVlY

House-Sherman, Inc.

Page Three

Tli ^ subject of grade crossing pro
tection is one which is attracting in
creasing attention these days where
i many automobile tragedies occur.
j And that will be the topic discussed
! it the Baptist Men's League tomori row night by Hon. Edward W.
1 Wh eler of Brunswick, who has lone
, been prominent in State affairs, and
j who some years ago was a candidate
, f r the gubernatorial nomination. It
will be the League’s first meeting of
I the season, and will be directed by
f the new president. Edwin H. Crie.
I The supper will be served at the usual
hour.
’

with Change of Rate at End of Three Years
ANNUAL PREMIUM
First Three
Years

I
.

The October meeting of the Maine
State Hand Engine League was held
in Topsham Saturday night. Presi
dent Fortier of Bath presiding. Vice
President George C. Simmons of
Rockland . Secretary Charles W.
Berry of Brunswick and Treasurer
Charles M. Lawry of Rockland were
also present A delicious supper was
served by the Topsham boys before
the meeting. The president, secretary
and treasurer were appointed on a
committee to take up the matter of
registerig trucks that hauled hand
tubs in Massachusetts with the New
England League. A committee ^as
authorized to buy a playing tank;
and paper racks to be used at mus
ters. John A. Hanley of Thomaston
was appointed a member of the audit
ing committee. There are two prospects of musters for the season of
1930.
The officers accepted the
Rockland bid for the annual meeting
of the League in May. John Hanley.
Chester Smalley and Donald Stackpole, of Thomaston attended from the
R. H. Counce Co., Lou D. Petrie.
George Doak. James A. Cobb and
Fred G. Howard attended from the
R.V.F.A. as delegates and alternates.
One of the first places which Bob
Ott visited when he caute to Rock
land yesterday was The Courier-Garette office where, his neighborly tales
were so much appreciated when this
city was in his itinerary eight or nine
years ago. The interim has used hint
very kindly, and it was the same smil
ing Bob who stepped into the editorial
rooms yesterday. The fact that he
extended his left hand for the greet
ing did not pass unnoted; neither did
the several scars which ornamented
his right hand. And the explanation
is not a press agent story, we hasten
to Inform the public. Bob's company
played last week in Rumford, and
there as elsewhere some of the
Johnnies thought it would be a line
scheme to get fresh with Bob's at
tractive chorus girls. The ityident
occurred at the hotel while Bob was
just emerging from his 'bath. When
informed of what was going on he
threw on a bath robe and hot-footed
it across the roof to check the in
truders. In the darkness he did not
see a gap between two roofs and fell
crashing into an alleyway on top of
glass and tomato cans. lie put the
Johnnies to flight, hut when the inci
dent was closed he was bleeding so
profusely that it looked as if he had
been quelling a riot. And that's the
honest to goodness story of why he
is not shaking hands with his right.

EAST UNION
A meeting of the Ladies Farm Bu
reau will be held in the grange din
ing hall (let. 16, subject "Leather
Work."
Mrs. May Robbins lias returned
home from Massachusetts where she
has been spending several weeks witli
relatives in North ChelmsfoNi. Lowell
and Medford. While away she visit
ed many places of interest and the
autumn foliage being at its greatest
beauty added much to the enjoyment
of the trip.
itrs. Millie Jones and Mrs. Ii. M.
Watts went to Boston last week
where thej- will visit relatives.
Miss Villa C. Burroughs, county
Sunday School worker, is holding a
Bible school at this place Sunday aft
er noons.
Lloyd Brown is working for Thurston Bros., South Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Payson are
moving into their new home.
Mrs. Alice Hagar and Alvah Rob
bins of Medford, Mass., were week
end guests of relatives in town. They
were accompanied by Bliss Fuller
who is a student at Bryant Stratton
School in Boston.
Miss Nettie Simmons. former
home demonstration agent was a
recent visitor in this place,

$5,000

Age 20

$60.50

$71.20

$5,000

Age 30

80.25

94.40

$5,000

Age 40

115.15

135.45

$5,000

Age 50

174.90

205.75

(Payablo Quarterly, Semi-annually or Annually)

Ages IS to OS
95,000 and up
There will be one increase in rate at end

j
i
!

of three years but dividends begin at that

time and if current experience of the

Golden Rod Chapter held a very
successful meeting Friday night with
more than 225 at supper. The supper
was under the direction of Mrs. Eva
Wisner and Mrs. Laura Maxey.
There were visitors from chapters of
South Thomaston, Thomaston, Jef
ferson, Tenant’s Harbor. Rockport.
Camden, and Flat Rock. Ind. The
degree was conferred on A. E. Brunberg. A memorial service for E. L.
Sargent and .John Meservey was con
ducted. In the entertainment which
closed the activities vocal solos were
given by Mrs. Vivian Hewett and Mrs.
Evelyn White, and readings by Mrs.
Grace Rollins.

The Maine Baptist Messenger has
the following appreciative item con
cerning a Rockland pastor who is
now located in Hancock: “After more
than 20 years of supplies Hancock has
a settled pastor. Kenneth Cassens of
Rockland, a graduate of Colby and
with one year at the Eastern Theo
logical Seminary, is already on the
field with his wife and child. Brother
Cassens beside being a preacher is a
gifted musician which adds much to
his efficiency on this particular field.
He lias been received with enthu
siasm and we look for good things.
The settling of a pastor on this field
is a real achievement such as we have
been looking forward to for some
time and we trust it may result in
establishing the things of the king
dom in this community.”

Fourth and
Fiblowing Years

Company as to earnings continues,
dividends should equal the increase.

Call the Prudential Office
anC 9et rate for your aae
C. L. BLACK
Assistant Superintendent
Odd Fellows Block
Rockland
*~or use coupon below
Without
committing
myself to any
action, I shall
be glad to receive
particulars and rates
of the New Policy.

Address.

'J

NearOccupation------------------------------------est Age

of America
EDWARD D. DUFFIELD, President

•

Home Ojjlcc, NEWARK, N. J.

days in Camden. Mr. Ingraham has must have left a window open so that ,
CAMDEN
one could reach inside and open the
Hannah Whitmore, district deputy recently bought the yacht Yvonne.
Chautauqua in the Opera House door.
grand chief of Pythian Sisters of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Gardiner of
Maine, inspected Mayflower Temple Oet. 15-16-17. Excellent programs
each afternoon and evening.
Rockland, .Mass., are visiting Mr. and .
in Thomaston Thursday evening and
T. W. McKay and Herbert Gardiner Mrs. T. \V. McKay and Mr. and Mrs.
Crescent Temple in Warren Friday
evening.
Tuesday
she inspects nt Rockland. Mass., are enjoying a Arthur Grinnell.
gunning trip at Lake Nicatous.
Paul Stark Seeley, C.S.B., of Port- |
Friendship Temple at Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilson of De
Albert 'Wilson who has been em troit. Mich., spent the weekend at land. Oregon, will deliver a lecture on ’
Christian Science at the church ed4- j
ployed during tlie summer on the Stonyhurst on Chestnut hill.
flee on Central street Oct. 24 at 8
all sizes in stock
/jteamer Soutliport has arrived in
Miss Stella IJerry lias bought of o’clock.
Camflen where he will spend the Joseph I'hnery’hls house on Mountain
JOHN A. KARL & CO
The little bird that ferments fruit !
Winter.
street. Mr. Emery and family move
LaForest Ii. Daucett has been hav ’soon to Rockland where they will in tiny caves and then gets drunk
ROCKLAND, ME.
on it doubtless is the one that tells ;
ing a vacation from his duties St make their future home.
things
to
Joan
Lowell
and
Trader
j
O. R. Brown's market.
Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig Setter and
1
Mr. and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick and daughter Joan who have been vls- Horn.—Publishers Syndicate.
Mrs. Sadie Riddell of Westerly. Mass., iting Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Thomas
havii been guests of Mrs. Hannah j leave by motor Wednesday for their
Whitmore. She is now entertaining | home in Sidney, Montana.
Mr. and Mrs._ Leo F. Strong have
Mrs. Wendell D. Paige of Lynn. Mass.
Steamer Southport of the Eastern returned from a visit In Boston and
I vicinity.
Steamship Lines. Inc., has been put
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Thomas spent
into winter quarters at Canjden.
I Sunday with their son Frank Thomas
Mrs. E. G. Wiley has returned from in Hebron.
a visit in Boothbay Harbor.
Saturday evening a Studebaker
I have bought the business equipment and lease of
Capt. Creighton Haughn has re sedan owned by Warren Fiske of Wal
turned to his home in Nova Scotia tham, Mass., was stolen and Monday
the A. B. Higgs Automobile Repair Shop and solicit
after spending a week in town.
morning it was found in Waldoboro
the business of old customers and a trial by new.
where
it
had
been
abandoned
by
the
Miss Katherine Cole has returned
We have the best equipped shop east of Portland and
from a visit with relatives in Boston. side of the road. Mr. and Mrs. Fiske
Merritt Johnson and family have are occupying the Orville Gross cot
plan to give a complete and satisfying service.
moved into the Haskell rent on Sea tage at Hosmer Pond and Saturdny
evening they were calling on friends
street.
JIrs. Laura Osborn is leaving today c,n Pleasant street when the ear was
for a visit with friends in Maine. New taken. Evidently it was a joy ride
for the ear was not damaged. Mr.
Hampshire and Massachusetts
N. M. LOFMAN, Proprietor
Mrs. Willis Pitcher has returned Fiske had locked the car but as there
124&127
was
no
glass
broken
he
thinks
he
home after spending a week in Bath.
Miss Elizabeth Hansen of Portland
BORN
is visiting her sister. Mrs. Louis Al
CHAPMAN—At Thomaston. <Oct. 15, to Mr.
lenwood.
and Mrs. Loren W. Chapman, a daughter.
Reinold Lauterjung and friends of
Mineola, N. Y„ are spending a week
MARRIED
at the Lauterjung cottage, Lake Me- RAClKMFF-blNSCOTT-At Skowhegan. Oct.
7. Clarence Rackllff of South Thomaston
gunticook.
and Lucy Linscott of Rockland.
Mrs. Fred B. Herrick has returned
KELLY-PACKARD
At Dorchester, iMass.,
from Swanville where she was the
Oct. 12. by Rev. W. L. Pratt. Lloyd «. Kelly
guest of her sister Miss Mildred
of Dorchester and IMlss 'Mildred I. (Packard
Smith.
of Rockport.
Mrs. Faustina Cram of Boston has FERXANDES-LTTTLEHALE — At Warren.
Oct. 11. by Rev. (H. iM. Putrlngton, John
been the guest of her sister Mrs. S. N.
Fernandes, Jr. and Miss Ruth TS. Littlehale
Butler.
of Warren.
This is the time of year when the two Specials listed
Capt. Murray Smith and family
LUDWIG-DKAKIER-At Thomaston. Oct. 12.
have rented the Alton French house
by Rev. H. R. Kilborn, Edwin €. Ludwig of
this week are really needed—so we offer seasonable
on Sea street for the winter.
Rockland and Miss Ethel L. jBrasler of
Thomaston.
Capt. William Annis of Boston Is
articles
at Very -Reasonable Prices. Come in and
passing a few weeks with Mr. and PROCK JACKSON—At Waldoboro. Oct. 5.
by Rev. H. 0. Megert, Alton O. Prock and
Mrs. Frank H Wilbur.
See Them!
j Miss Dorothy Jackson.
Rev. and Mrs. Ralph Hayden left
Monday for a trip to Hartford, and
DIED
New York City.
HOLBROOK At Elmore, St. George, Oct. 14,
Miss Mildred Smith. Horace Smith
( apt. William H. Holbrook, aged 95 year
1 montii, 6 day?. Funeral from the resi
ind Master Doward Smith of Swan
dence Thursday at 2 p. m.
ville were calling on friends in town
SAVAGE
—At Rockland, OcU^lt, Georgia, wife
Sunday.
of George Savage, aged 37 years. 3 months,
Capt. Edward Leland has returned
1 day. Burial at Simonton.
to his home in Harpswell after a.few WEBBER—At Rockland, Oct. 13. Capt. Henry
days in town.
B. Webber, aged
years, 2 months, 29 days.
Private funeral Tuesday at 3 o’clock from
The Followers of the Way held their
his
late
residence.
first meeting this fall Sunday at the
At Rockland. Oct. 12. Arthur
Congrgational parish house at 7.30. SI (KEFORTH
’. Sukeforth, aged 58 years. 11 months 17
Remember the date is Oct. 24 when
days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock at Bur
the great anniversary ball ‘of the
pee parlor
Camden Commandery. K, T.. will he
IN MEMORIAM
held In the Opera House. Be on hand
In loving memory of Khvendolyn Plummer
to see who gets tlie new Fold sedan, j Seavey.
who passed away Oct. 14. 1926.
it miry he you.
'One by one earth’s ties arc broken,
About 30 of tlie clergy and twenty
As we see our love decay,
And the hopes so fondly cherished
laymen of tlie ilpiseopal Diocese of
Briglien, hut to pass away.
What gift is more appropriate
Maine, held a conference at tlie Holi
One by pile ourliopes grow brighter
day House on tlie Belfast road last,
—a beautiful Cedar Chest—any
As we npar the shining shore.
week. The meeting was in charge of
For we know, across the river,
style or size desired. Buy now
Wait tiie loved ones gone before.
the Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster,
at the remarkably low price
Norma and Martha, her children . Father
Bishop of Maine, and the Rev. Fred
These graceful, well built fern
erick P. Houghton, D. D.. field secre and Mother and •Sisters.
offered this week either for eries keep the home bright and
tary of the National Council of the
Christmas giving or present fall cheery with flowers through the
IN MEMORIAM
Episcopal church. New York city. i In loving memory of our beloved mother,
months to come. Now is the
storage.
*
The purpose of tlie eonferenee was for Mrs. Melvina B. Noyes, who passed away Oct.
time to buy one of these and
, 15. 1921.
study
and
a
better
understanding
of
get your plants set.
,
I cannot say. and 1 will not say,
the church. A program was also ar j That
she Is dead, she is just away;
Ask Us the Price!
Ask Us the Price!
ranged for the coming year.
I With a cheery smile and a wave of tlie hand,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Wilkens and She Jias wandered into an unknown land,
young son of Brookline. Mass., are ' And left us dreaming how very fair
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Wil ; It needs must be, since she lingers there.
; *
Mattie (B. Watts, Alden F. Richardson
bur.
Newell Ware who has been In
IN MEMORIAM
charge of the Comique Theatre for
In loving memory of Philip Altonen, who
the past two years, is leaving the departed this life Oct. 15. 1927.
You are not forgotten dear.
313-319 MALM STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 980
early part of November for Skowhe
Nor F.hall you ever he.
gan where he has a similar position
A long as life and memory last
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ingraham of
We will remember thee
Oakland, Rf I., are spending a few ♦
Father, Sisters and 'Brothers
I

Window

Glass

To Automobile Owners
A. B. HIGGS REPAIR SHOP

Timely Numbers

CEDAR CHESTS

FERNERIES, TOO

for Christmas

for Every Day

Stonington Furniture Co.
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The Ladies of the G.A.R., 'will he
Miss Frances True and Mrs. Rose
inspected Thursday night by D.D.P. Wilder of Hope were guests Satur
Lillian Helterman of Augusta.
day of Mrs. Fred Holbrook. Mrs.
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter, F. & Elizabeth Spear returned with them
A. M., will be inspected Thursday by and will be th£ir guest for a few
Grand High Friest Perley C. Dresser weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Haskell ar
of Portland.
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S. will be rived home Saturday from a month's
inspected Friday evening by Associ stay in Canada.
George Cash of Searsport was a
ate Grand Matron Adel C. Lombard
weekend guest of his brother Louis
of Casco.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gaston have Cash.
Much interest is being manifested
returned to New York after a few
days’ stay at their estate on Crotch in the R.H.S. “Bigger and Better Car
nival
” to be held Nov. 22-23, fifteen
Island.
booths having already been contract
Mrs. Edward Folsom of Minneapo
ed for.
lis and sister Mrs. Ira Smith and
Enos E. Ingraham is having an oil
daughter Priscilla of New Orleans ex
pect to leave today for their homes. heating plant installed in his resi
Enroute they will spend a few days dence.
Rev. F. F. Fowle has returned from
in Boston.
•
C. L. Boman is attending Odd Fel a few days’ stay in Boston.
Mrs. Charles Porter is ill at her
lows grand lodge at Portland this
home on Commercial street.
week.
Mrs. Louise Holbrook was in BurMrs. E. C. McIntosh returned Sat
kettville last Wednesday whefe she
urday from Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Calderwood assisted Miss Jessie Lawrence, home
demonstration agent at a Farm Bu
left Saturday for Rockland.
W. Adelbert Smith entertained the reau meeting on “Basketry.’’
Dr. Howard A. Tribou of New Lon
following friends Friday night at his
home: O. V. Drew, Edward A. don, Conn., spent the weekend with
With the inauguration of the new ill passengers. In each compartment
his mother. Nancy J. Triboq, return
Smalley, Loyde Webster and Dr.
improved fall train schedule of the there Is a white porcelain lavatory,
ing Monday morning.
mirror, liquid soap container, paper
Frank Leimtehe of Medford, Mass.
The following members of Harbor Maine Central which went into effect
Lunch was served and a radio concert Light Chapter, O.E.S., attended the recently, comes the announcement of towels and a modern water cooler of
enjoyed.
the Henry Giesel type which cools the
supper and meeting of Golden Rod still further improvement In the
water to a proper temperature with
At Vinalhaven High School assem Chapter in Rockland Friday night, company's coach equipment.
bly Friday piano solos were played by and witnessed the work done under
Six improved coaches are being re out Its coming Into contact with Ice.
New and richer upholsteries, elec
Ellen Georgson and Dorothy Billings, the new ritual: Mr. and Mrs. Charles ceived from the shops and put Into
a piano duet by Celeste Carver and Cavanaugh. Mrs. Marian Ingraham. active service in the different parts of tric light* and new appointments of
Annice Gross, a recitation given by Mrs. Louise Holbrook and Mrs. Lida the territory. One of the coaches was every convenience endow the roomy
put on the Rockland to Portland run ) restful interior with the elegance and
Allan Lawry and songs were sung by Champney.
the school.
Frank Priest and Austin Whitney making its first trip Saturday on good taste of a skilled designer. From
Miss Allegra Ingerson entertained motored from New York Friday to train leaving at 2.15 p. m. returning every angle these new, luxurious
her Sunday School class Saturday spend the weekend with their pareflts. Munday on train due Rockland 2.33 coaches are more beautiful and com
I p. m. The coaches are designed to fortable. The roomy seats are con
afternoon at her home. Games were
Hanson Crockett and daughter
played and luncheon served .
Beulah of North Haven have been ] provide the maximum degree of com structed of deep brown plush with
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar are spending a few days at the home of fort and convenience to passengers. welted backs and a foot rest. The
Constructed of all steel to Insure cars are vapor heated and properly
spending the winter months in Rock Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham.
land at 47 North Main street.
Marion Weidman is visiting friends safety, the coaches will accommodate ventilated. Electric exhaust fans are
>;6 passengers In the main compart installed in the roof to remove heated
Harvest Sunday was observed at in Boston and Quincy.
How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has intentionally
Union Church Oct. 13. Pleasant River
Herbert Mann is in Philadelphia at ment and 11 in the smoking compart- and vitiated air. The roof is of the
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
I clerestory type, the floor of red flexoGrange attended the 11.30 service. tending the World Series. He is ex ' ment.
are easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long it will take
The new smoking compartment oc , lith composition.
Rev. P. J. Clifford took for his text pected to return Thursday.
YOU to find them.
In the other end of the car is the
"Cast thy bread upon the waters and
Roland Crockett returned Friday cupies space In one end of the car and
it shall return to you after many from Boston where he attended the is bulll after the fashion of a Pull I woman’s compartment, containing
man.
There
are
four
double
seats
and
modern
water cooler and equipped
days.’’ Miss Lida Greenlaw was so radio show.
L. True Spear is having extensive i a side seat accommodating a total of I with up-to-date toilet facilities.
loist and there were several selec
tions by the choir. The entire front improvements made on the grounds
of the church was banked with au about his residence. Fred Wallace Mrs. A. A. Walsh, accompanied her
PLEASANT POINT
tumnal foliage, baskets of flowers, has the work in charge.
1 home leaving Monday morning for
| George Penney of Montville visited
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Perry of Brook Allegash.
fruits, evergreens and vegetables, and
his cousin. B. L. Stevens Sunday.
5" 4 5
presented a scene in keeping with line. Mass., are in town for a few
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Freming of
2
J 1 6 z 8 9 IO
1
II
Leon Chadwick has bought a Ford
Harvest Day. At the 7 o’clock meet weeks. Their son Dr. Harold E. Perry Somerville, Mass.. Mrs. Charles
with Mrs. Perry of New Bedford were j Brann, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Brann car.
ing Mrs. Ola Ames was organist.
12
Several from this place attended
and son John and Misses Lillian
There will be roll call followed by a here for the weekend.
• • • •
and Mary Brann were dinner guests J Topsham Fair.
box lunch at the Wednesday evening
14 5
"1
Ift
Summer residents from Massachu
meeting of Union Church. Choir re
I
17
The fair held Friday under the Saturday at the home of Fred Wal
setts who passed the holiday and
hearsal will be held Thursday night auspices of Fred A. Norwood W.R.C.. lace.
2d
22
2t
19
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Sjogren of ’ weekend at their cottages were Mr.
at 7 o'clock in the vestry.
1
at G.A.R. ha’l was a decided success
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Smith and and netted a goodly sum. Those hav Nor well. Atwood Smith and Mr. j and Mrs. Donald Flinchbaugh of
1 t.
daughter of Woodfords are guests of ing charge of booths were: Estelle ' and Mrs. George Granstroff of Newton Upper Falls. Mr. and Mrs.
25
25
2b
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Simonton and Cacilda Cain, fancy Everett, Mass., spent the weekend | Russell Mann of Winchester, Mr. and
I Mrs. Ernest Johnson with a party of
Smith.
27
30
work and aprons; Linthel Lane, Cora with Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Smith.
2ft
29
Mrs. A. W. St. Clair of Wollas- i friends from Auburndale and Walter
Mrs. Eleanor Conway, junior past Morrill and Amy Miller, cooked foo^;
noble grand of Ocean Bound Re Arvilla Simmons and Mary Snow ■ ton. Mass., Is the guest of her ; Davol and family of Manchester.
32
31
x
bekah Lodge, is attending grand lodge candy; Nellie Alexander, frankfurtg; I mother Mrs. Lena York for a few N. H.
Once was the time when trappers
at Portland.
Louise Melvin and Leola Mann, store; weeks.
The Farm Bureau membership : had to set traps to catch game, but
33
35
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge held Annie Clark, punch and soft drinks.
its installation of officers Thursday The baby show in the afternoon was drive is on this week. Send in your | now all they have to do is to ride out
46
38
,4’
39
night at Odd Fellows hall. The in one of the chief attractions with 26 dollar and become a member. It is in their automobiles and pick the
stalling officers were: D.D.P. Grace babies entered. Supper was served at pen to all In town who care to join ! game up along the road. There are
tnd they will surely get their two dead skunks lying in the road
Howe and D.M. Inez M. Crosby, both 5.30 and a social evening followed.
42 45
44
4b
45
Mr. and Mrs. John Donlan of money's worth. If interested com »etween Pleasant Point and South
of Camden.
The officers: Noble
municate with Mrs. Leola Mann Cushing with more on the road to
grand, Cora Peterson: vice grand, Waltham. Mass., have been recent
50
47
46
49
Tel. 330.
Thomaston in addition to a wood
Hilma Webster: recording secretary, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Eleanor Robinson was a Sunday chuck.
Nellie Wiison; financial secretary, Carver.
guest of Miss Gladys Kltching in
1
5i
53
52
The
regular
meeting
of
the
Girl
Villa Calderwood; treasurer, Sadie
Last Thursday evening 45 relatives
Camden.
Robbins; chaplain, Sophronie Tol- Scouts will be held Wednesday eve
Ernest Clish, Maurice Turner and and friends of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
57
ning
at
the
Baptist
Church,
at
which
54
55 5b
58 59
man; junior past noble grand. Elea
Weston Arey were entertained at Davis met at thfeir home to help cele
brate their seventh wedding anniver
nor Conway; warden, Carrie Cassie: time refreshments will be served. dinner recently by Owen Cavanaugh.
feo"
attendance
last
Wednesday
conductor, Ruth Billings: R.S.N. G.,
bl
The Out-To-Win Club held a meet sary. The evening was pleasantly
evening
was
the
largest
of
the
sea

Addie Bucklin;
L.S.N.G., Hester
ing Thursday night at the home of spent with social chat 'bnd music,
Ames; R.S.V.G., Beulah Gilchrist; son. 32 being present. The girls are Miss Thallce Spear. Officers elected: Mrs. Harold Robinson at the piano.
1
bl
much
interested
in
their
work
and
Refreshments of assorted cake and ice
L.S.V.G., Christina Christie; inside I
r
President, Thallce Spear; secretary,
cream were served. Mr. and Mrs.
guardian, Eeulah Drew; outside . feel very proud when they have i Edythe
Riley;
treasurer, Freda
passed
the
required
tests.
Davis were the recipients of many
guardian, Arthur Pears. During the [
Searles. Refreshments were served
VERTICAL (Cont.)
prehy and useful gifts.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
ceremonies these musical numbers I Mr. and Mrs. Michael Fleming of and an enjoyable evening passed.
Somerville.
Mass.,
are
guests
f<»c
were given; Contralto solo, Blanch
An interesting item, accidentally
16- Opposite of Zenith
47- Diminutive suffix
1-To command
two weeks of the latter’s sister. Mrs{
Hamilton Kittredge; saxophone solo,
delayed, is the story of last week’s
48- A poison in tobacco 17- Prefix. Through
6-To ratify
Leroy
Brann.
TENANTS HARBOR
Flavilla Arey; volcal duet, Blanch Kit
picnic of Black & Gay Canners, Inc.,
18- Midday
50-Time period
12- Combining form—
Mrs. M. A. Whitney has returned
tredge and H. L. Coombd. Remarks
Herbert Hawkins has bought the held at Byron Co< mbs’ shore. Over
51-Certified Public Ac 21-Twitching of facial
from a visit with her sister-in-law,
"air”
were made by the installing officers
home of Capt. David H. Wall and will 70 workers from Thomaston. Brooks,
muscles
countant (abbr.)
Mrs. W. E. Whitney at Bucksport.
13- An animal's den
Union and Stonington assembled on
after which luncheon was served.
occupy it later.
24- An American Indian
52- The east wind
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
K.
Walker
14- An ore of zinc
While in town Mrs. Howe and Mrs. spent Saturday and Sunday in
25- Pertaining to Aesop
Edw. Fuller of Attleboro, Mass., pleasure bent and what a day they
53-To run (Scot.)
Crosby were entertained by Mrs. Max Orono.
17-Moistens
28-A conspiracy
spent the holiday with his sister, Mrs. had. The dinner included 10 bushels
54- To alleviate
Conwaj- and Mrs. Ambrose Peter
19- To drag
30-Celestial body (pi.)
57-Soiled
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Chamberlain Sewell Wag#!, who has recently re clams, baked to a turn, four bushels
son.
34—Hems in
20- Language of ancient 60- German indefinite
of Lexington. Mass., were guests turned home from the Deaconess Hos of sweet corn and 75 large lobsters
with all the sweets and fixings. The
The Latter Day Saints Church, will Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. George pital where she went for treatment.
36-To train
article
Rome
hold a cake sale Thursday at Mrs. Hyler
37- Gratifies
22- An old French coin 61- Girl’s name
Several of the townspeople have : ball game was a success but rain
Elizabeth Earton’s store.
38- A Roman emperor
23- Man'a name
62- Rapture
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis and had Lynn oil burners installed jn their cancelled the tug-of-war.
Mrs. Rebecca Arey was hostess son Douglass spent Saturday and kitchen ranges. Harold Hupper is
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collamore of
40- Everlasting
63- Piped
24- To arbitrate
Friday to the Stay Club. Supper was Sunday in Brunswick guests of Mrs. a busy man selling the burners.
Rockport and Miss Iona “Richardson
41- Marked with a hot
26- A high rocky
VERTICAL
served.
I and Mrs. Tolman of Winchester,
iron
Davis’ sister Mrs. Amy Linscott.
pinnacle (Eng.)
Mrs. Richard Peterson and son
The Weary Club spent Saturday at
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Packard. Mr. son John of Rumford are guests of Mass., were Sunday guests of Mrs.
1-To ebb
43- Mountains of
27- Having the quality
| Grace Maloney. Other recent guests
the Zenas Burgess cottage.
ar I Mrs. Douglass Bisbee and son
2- A city in Alberta,
Switzerland
of causing stupor
Mrs. Emma Green and Mr. and Mrs. Douglass motored to Boston Thurs Mrs. Sewell Wugel.
were Misses Enid Maloney and TVl^.'i
Canada
44- A beetle
29-One of an ancient
John Fuller has arrived home from I Davis of Port Clyde.
Rolfe Davis arrived Thursday from day returning Sunday night.
45- AIIied
3- A Chinese shrub
Hebrew sect
Brownville Junction.
Mrs. Charles Brann. Mr. and Mrs. Attleboro, Mass., where he has been
4- Part of the body
46- One of the Great
31- Bah
Herbert Sanborn of Rockland spent Leroy Brann and son John and their for four weeks visiting his children.
5- A person's actual
Lakes
32- Goes at a steady
NORTH APPLETON
Frank Morris and family motored
the weekend with his parents Mr. and guests Mr. and Mrs. Michael Flem
dress
49—A suggestion
pace
J.
Asbury Pitman of Salem. Mass.,
to
Rockland
Saturday.
Mrs. L. W. Sanborn.
ing, visited Sunday with Mrs. Lizzie
7- Plantation owners
55- Out (S. Afr. 0.)
33- A baby's chin-cloth
Clarence Thompson is busy deliv visited his brother, Bernard Pitman
Miss Ruth Ross has been at Knox Davis at Port Clyde.
56- Curious scraps of
8- A card game
35-A mineral spring
Saturday.
Hospital the past week receiving
Matthew Greenlaw
and
bride ering coal from Rockland.
literature
37-Measures by strides 9- Tear
Mrs. Jennie Waterman has been a
Puritan Rebekah Lodge will hold its
treatment for injuries received from (Miss Vina I. Coffin of this town)
10- Son of Agamemnon 58-A Mohammedan
39-Anger
a recent fall. She was accompanied and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Merrifield private installation Oct. 18. Picnic guest the past week of Miss Martha
proper name
>
42-A city of Texas . 11- Makes secure
Y.’alden at her camp in Camden.
to Rockland by her father, James of Portland were in town Friday supper will be served.
15-A gentle breeze
,59-Sick
44-Calamity
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Plummer
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Allen and son
and visited friends.
Ross.
The Saturday Club was enter Henry left Saturday for Fort Fair- were in South China last week to
tained at the home of Mrs. Lida ; field inhere they will be guests for attend the funeral of the late Clar
Solution to Previous Puzzle.
THORND1KEVILLE
two weeks of Dr. Herbert Kalloch. ence Sturtevant who died of injuries
Champney.
Mrs. John Pushaw Sr„ and Mrs.
OLD NAVY TRADITIONS
.TsTtT
Mrs. P. C. Hughey returned from During Mr. Allen's absence Eqierson received in a cave-in of the gravel
Harry Pushaw were in Rockland re Bangor Saturday where she had Murphy will drive the grocery truck. bank where he was working.
Among Them Is the “Anchor Watch” cently.
M been attending the W.C.T.V. State
Cards have, been received announc
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Patterson mo
Mrs. Arthur Thorndike is having Convention. Her parents Rev. and tored to Rockland Saturday.
Used Now, as 100 Years Ago.
ing the marriage Oct. 5 of Bernard S.
an attack of the shingles.
RMfe and Miss Clara L. Luxton. both
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Upham and
Old Navy traditions and customs,
of West Bethel. Mr. and Mrs. Rolfe
spent a part of their honeymoon in
. and routines, which have long been daughter of Rockport were Sunday
visitors at Ada Upham’s.
Danforth and Houlton, and are now
' discarded and forgotten, sometimes
Charles Childs is having his house
with his grandmother, Mrs. Ellen A.
find their way into the present fiber shingled.
Conant for a few days.. Returning to
of daily maritime routine.
Mrs. Wilbur McDonald of Beverly.
their home they will be accompanied
The “anchor watch” which was Mass., has been at E. W. Lassell’s
by Mrs. I’. H. Rolfe, who has been
called
there
by
the
serious
Illness
of
spending several weeks in town and
{mustered aboard old sailing men-oher sister's husband Ralph Deane.
Mrs. Conant who will pass the winter
‘ war a hundred years ago, is still
Miss Madeline Childs who has been
months at the Rolfe home.
,mustered aboard modern warships, employed at the sanltorlum in Union
but for a different purpose. A watch the past seven months has returned
for modern battleship anchors weigh home.
APPLETON RIDGE
ing 15 and 20 tons, and anchor chains
Mrs. Abbie Merrill is in Bluehill
The seniors of A.H.S. held a social
weighing approximately 400 pounds caring for her sister Mrs. Hannah
BARRING RUBBERNECKS
Friday evening at Grange hall, and
per foot, is no longer necessary, yet Duffy who Is ill.
a fine time is reported.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Merrill and son
Science has found a way for per the anchor watch is still mustered at
streaking
or
spotting.
And
Diamond
“Hp HE most beautiful black you've
Recent visitors of Mrs. Elizabeth
Myrven accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
sons who dislike to pull down the sundown every evening in port.
J. ever seen I” “All my friend* Dyes contain the highest quality
Newbert were ThonBis Gushee of
The anchor watch ^n board naval S. P. Crabtree were in Port Clyde
shades on a stuffy night, to keep the
anilines
that
money
can
buy.
The
admire my new black silk 1” "The
Camden and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
curtains up, windows wide open and vessels is required, to be ready recently visitors at Sydney Davis.’
coat I thought was hopelessly spotted white package of Diamond Dyes
Gushee and son of New York city.
Fred Potter of Winslow's Mills was
lights on. and yet remain invisible throughout the night for a sudden
is
the
highest
quality
dye,
prepared
is
now
a
new,
beautiful
black
1
”
Norman Perry who has had em
to those outside. The trick is a few emergency call and gets its name a Sunday visitor at Charlie Childs.'
These are typical comments from for general use. It will dye or tint
ployment at Palmer, Mass, for the
bright lights framing the outside of from the custom both in the merchant
silk, wool, cotton, linen, rayon, or
women
who
have
used
these
true,
jet
past week has returned home.
the window, Dr. E. E. Free of New ships and Naval vessels of days gone
any mixture of materials. The blue
black dyes.
ORFF’S CORNER
Seventeen ladies of South Mont
York University says:
“If these by. when particular attention had to
package
is
a
special
dye,
for
silk
and
Diamond
Dyes
Black
never
gives
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Achorn of Rox
ville Circle visited the Willing Work
wool
only.
With
it
you
can
dye
your
lights point outward, people outside be paid to the ground tackle, riding
cloth
a
greenish
or
bronzy
look,
as
bury, Mass., have been spending the
ers for an all-day meeting Tuesday
are unable to see inside, even though lights and anchor chains. The an
so many black dyes do. Like Diamond valuable articles of silk or wool with
chor cables then were made of hemp week in town.
and a very pleasant day was enjoyed.
results
equal
to
the
finest
professional
the interior is normally lighted.”
Dyes
Red
and
all
the
other
Diamond
Hr. and Mrs. George Lumts and
rope, and the riding lights, in w’hich
A fine dinner was served by the Will
colors, it is easy to use and gives work. When you buy—remember this.
oil was burned, required careful at Mr. and Mrs. James Hall of Elmore
ing Workers.
The
blue
package
dyes
silk
or
wool
such
beautiful
results
because
it
is
tention. It was the custom then, after were guests recently of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert E. Perry of Palmer, Mass.,
rich in pure anilines. It's the anilines only. The white package will dye
all hands had turned in for the an Albert Elwell.
spent the weekend with his mother
every kind of goods, including silk
in
dyes
that
give
them
brilliance,
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Ludwig and
chor watch to watch well the cables
Mrs. Hazle Perry.
depth and fastness; make them go and wool. Your dealer has both
lest the ship drag her anchor, or the Mrs. George Kimball of Richmond
on smoothly and evenly, without packages.
were
Sunday
guests
at
A.
H.
Brown's.
cable part. The anchor watch of
Beauties who guard their complex today has other duties to perform,
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Elwell and
RAZORVILLE
ions use MELLiO-GbO Face Powder but the name is still retained and the children of Unity visited Mr. and Mrs.
The next meeting of Trinity Union
only. Famous for purity—its color word is passed each night for the Kenneth Elwell Sunday.
will he held Oct. 20 with the Ad
Mrs. James Hall of Elmore spent
ing matter is approved by the Gov “Anchor Watch to lay aft for
vent Church at Weeks’ Mills. Good
the week with her daughter Mrs,
ernment. The skin never looks pasty muster!”
speakers are expected and a large
Albert Elwell.
or flaky. It spreads more smoothly
delegation is desired.
Several from this place attended
“And did you call him a liar and
and produces a youthful bloom. Made
Mrs. Edith Overlook is suffering
Lincoln County Fair last week.
by a new French process, MELLO- cad ?”
from a severe carbuncle.
Congratulations are extended to Mr.
“No, your worship, I didn’t—a man
GLO Face Powder stays on longer.
Mrs. Annie Kilgore is visiting her
Corner Drug Store and all other good can’t tremember everything.”—Lon and Mrs. Alton Prock (Dorothy Jackbrother Winfield Savage.
son) who were married Oct. 5.
don Tid-Bits.
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'TJ’Sfost Beautiful

NORTH HAVEN

COMFORT

As an expression of goodwill and
wishes for a fine vacation, Rev. and
Mrs. H. F. Huse were presented Fri
day with an envelope containing a
most generous sum of money from the
island people. Pastor and Mrs. Huse
epect to leave Thursday for Bos
ton. where they will visit relatives.
Saturday they go to Providence for
a brief visit with their daughter
Marjorie at Pembroke. The follow
ing week Mrs. Huse will visit in
Taunton, ard Mr. Huse will go to
Wilmington, Del., for a brief visit
with his son who is employed in that
city. By Oct. 31 they expect to he
back again at North Haven.
Word has been received from Dr.
Woodman ’hat he expects to arrive
Wednesday afternoon. North Haven
people visiting Yarmouth report the
very high esteem in which Dr. Wood
man is held, the good physician lie is
and the fin^ success he has had in his
practice. Our people will he glad in
deed to welcome him and do all in
their power to make his home here
happy in acquaintance, fellowship
and helpfulness.
A year ago or more the boys and
girls of North Haven sent two friend
ship school t ags to Mexico, among the
many others that sent them in the
effort sponsored by the World Alli
ance for international friendship
through the churches.
Recently
thrQUgh the courtesy of the U. S.
Mexican embassy a"letter has been
translated and received in which one
of the pupils who received a bag ex
pressed his gratitude, “To the boys
and girls of North Haven. Esteemed
and excellent companions: Without
having the pleasure of knowing you,
please accept in these humble lines
my affectionate salutation and sin
cere gratitude for the gift which you
had the kindness to send us from
those distant places. I am a student
of the urban school number 202, lo
cated in this small town, and Mirtune
favored me with your valuable gift. I
send to my companions my greetings,
hoping that this friendship may last
for always. I remain, sincerely yours,
Enriche Aguirre, San Lucas Xochimanca, Xochimilco, D. F. Republica,
Mex.” When one considers that more
than 75,000 of these bags were dis
tributed In the Mexican schools one
can appreciate what a medium they
arc for creating goodwill apd lasting
friendship. •
Muriel Alexander of Dresden was
in town Jast week to visit her mother,
Mrs. Sadie Alexander.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thompson
who have been in town for the sum
mer, will return to their home in
Swan’s Island next week.
Mrs. Cora Spaulding who has been
ill at the home of Mrs. Etta Noyes for
many months, was taken to Bath last
week where she will spend the win
ter with Mrs. Alice Whitney. Mrs.
Spaulding was accompanied by Mrs.
Cora Whitman who is caring for her.
Mr. and Mrs. William Marshall of
Washington, D. <C., have returned
home after spending a few weeks
with Mrs. Marshalls parents, Mr. and
Mrs. R. C. Gillis.
Mrs. Freeman Howard was recent
ly called to Massachusetts by the
death of her brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Stone who
have been spending a few days in
Boston, have returned home.

WHEN IN
BOSTON
If quiet home-like surroundings
with good food at moderate
prices appeal to you,
Stop at

THE HOTEL
HEMENWAY
On the Fenway at Westland Ave.
Rates from:
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
Telephone KENMORE 4330
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

FRATERNITY PIN COURTSHIPS

The college widow in Michigan is
going to have a poor time gathering
fraternity pins. The fraternity pin.
long the symbol of affection in
campus courtship, has been ruled out
of that realm. The legislature has
made it a misdemeanor for anyone to
wear a lodge or fraternity pin if not
a member of the organization the in
signia represents.

DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Vinalhaven at 8 A. M., ar
riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M., returning
leaves Rockland at 2.30 1’. M., direct for
Vinalhaven. arriving at 3.4" P. M.
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 6.30 A. M.,
Stonington at 7.23, North Ilaveu at 8.20;
due at Rockland about 9.30 A. Of.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 1*. M.,
North Haven at 2.3o. Stonington at 3.40 : due
to arrive at Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON,
General Agent

USED FURNITURE
SOLD
Charge Account If Desired
CLEARANCE SALE!
For values that are the talk of
the town—this store is unexcelled.
Were you prepared for that last
cold snap we had?
We have a splendid selection of
Stoves and Heaters.
To make room and give custom
ers their chance to buy at Savings
our entire stock is REDUCED
ONE-HALF usual price.
A complete line of Furniture,
Victrolas, Sewing Machines, Office
Furniture, China Closet and nu
merous miscellaneous articles.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT

Tel. Day 45O;Night 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay highest price
No lot too large; none too small.

Call Warren, Me. 3-22
or write, care of

A1 Rines, Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Raiser

etyfldrk every grave

Memorials
Embody sacred memories. They

are

the

stores.

- —

loving

Skilled in the craft of memorial
making, we are ready to ssrvs
your every need.

Wm. E. Doman & Son,
Inc.
east union, me.
34Ttf

Gilchre9t

ever seen

Diamond

evidence of

thoughtfulness.

BLACK you have

Made For
Beautiful Women

and

FA LI* A It RANG EM EXT
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
IN EFFECT OCT. 1, 1928

NORTH HOPE
The weather remains fine and the
woods in their various colorings of
red, brown and yellow are a glorious
sight, especially under the rays of
the morning sun. With a background
of the green of other trees and ever
greens they make a sight long to be
remembered.
Miss Ethel Bennett who has been
at the Community Hospital, having
had one of her thumbs amputated
caused from its being injured in a
corn cutting machine, returned home
last week.
1
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry motored
to Owl’s Head with Mr. and Mrs.
George Hall recently and were din
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
Perry. The ride along the coast was
niuch enjoyed with glimpses of the
Island dotted and ship laden bay. sea
birds of various kinds alight and in
motion, and a panorama of gorgeous
woodland—and over all the wonderful
October day—It was a trip long to be
remembered.
Roy Pierce took a party on an auto
tour Sunday afternoon, going to Free
port, viewing the so-called sand
desert and returning via Jefferson,
Augusta and other small towns. In
the party were Mr. and Mrs. Allie
Wellman. Mr. and Mrs. Everett Dyer
and son Donovan, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Pease. Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease.
Mrs. U. O. Pease, Leland anil Lyman
Wentworth.

North Haven. Stonington
Swan's Island

Vinalhaven,

Monumental Works

f

Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Telephone Connection

Feel Stiff and
Achy?
Too Often This Warns of
Sluggish Kidneys.

DR. BLAKE B. ANNIB

Chiro praetor
111 Limeroek Street
(Corner Lincoln)
(CHIROPRACTIC Lady In att.ndenoo
Phono 7rd3
Painless System
of Adjusting

[ioo

TIFF, achy joints, persistent
backache,bladder irregularities,
getting up at night; drowsiness and
depression, are all too often signs of
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
sluggish kidneys.
Don’t take chances! Help your
Osteopathic Physician
kidneys at the first sign of trouble.
By Appointment—Tol. 188
Don’t let kidney trouble get a firm
33 Limeroek St.
Rockland
hold.
Graduate «f American School o*
t To promote normal kidney ac
Osteopathy
tion and assist your kidneys in
cleansing your blood of poisonous
wastes, use Doan’s Pills. Users
everywhere endorse Doan’s.

S

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician

DOAN'S PILLS

896 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

A Stimulant Diuretic tothe Kidneys

Telephone 1293; Resldenoo 833 ■■

o-e

i

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 15, 1929

Only a doctor knows
what a laxative
should be

OU don’t want to use a laxa most robust man. There were so
tive every day. Nor once a many calls for‘this prescription
week. This should not be necesand its fame spread so rapidly
sary. And it never would be re that druggists began to fill it in
quired if all of us would learn quantities; kept it ready for calls.
the danger that lies in a careless Now Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin,
as it is called, is prepared from the
selection of laxatives.
By taking the first thing that freshest herbs and other pure
comes to mind when bad breath, ingredients under ideal conditions.
headaches, dizziness, nausea, bil You can get the generous bottles
iousness, gas on stomach and of it from drug stores in any
bowels, poor appetite, or lack of part of the world.
Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin is
energy warns us that our bowels
are sluggish, we risk forming the a real corrective of constipation.
Millions have proved this. That’s
laxative habit.
Rely on a doctor^ judgment in why it is today the world’s most
choosing your laxative. Here’s popular laxative!
one made from the prescription
of a specialist in bowel and
Dr. W. B. Caldwell’s
stomach trouble. Its originator
tried it in many thousands of
cases. He found it safe for
A Doctors Family Laxative
women, children and old folks;
thoroughly effective for the

Y

SYRIIP PEPSIN

Ne e d less
Suffering
FI

I

The next time a headache makes
you stay at home—
Or some other ache or pain pre
vents your keeping an engagement—

Remember Bayer Aspirin! For
there is scarcely any pain it cannot
relieve, and relieve promptly.
These tablets give real relief, or
millions would not continue to take
them. They are quite harmless, or
the medical profession would not
constantly prescribe them.

Don’t be a martyr to unnecessary
pain. To colds that might so
easily be checked; to neuritis, neu
ralgia; to those pains peculiar to
women; or any suffering for which
Bayer Aspirin is such an effective
antidote.

For your own protection, buy the
genuine. Bayer is sa/c. It’s always
the same. It never depresses the
heart, so use it as often as needed;
but the cause of any pain can be
treated only by a doctor.

BAYER ASPIRIN
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid

WARREN

UNION

MLs Madeline Childs of South
Hope is assisting Mrs. Evelyn Vining
who broke her arm last week.
Mrs. Maynard O. Creamer returned
last Tuesday from a visit of two
weeks in Boston.
Mrs. Fannie C. Nichols and daugh
ter Mrs. Kenneth Blackington were
expected home Saturday from Boston
where they have passed several days.
Mrs. Abby Stetson and Miss Mil
dred Stetson left Friday for the home
of I)r. and Mi's. .1. S. Norton in Shel
burne, Vt„ where they will remain
for the winter.
When ills. Laura Brackett stepped
to the door Saturday morning to shake
a duster she found at her feet a
partridge which had just fallen from
tin air. h iving be n wounded by some
hunter. With true New England
thrift Mrs. Brackett dressed the bird,
thus providing a seasonable Sunday
dinner for herself and employer. Miss
M. Brace Walker.
The annual inspection of Crescent
Temple P.S., was held Friday eve
ning with ’ isitors. from Camden and
Thomaston present.
Mrs. Annie Partridge returned last
week from a visit with relatives in
Boston.
Clarence Adams of Hartford, Conn.,
was a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. H.
1). Sawyer.
Master Merrill Fiske celebrated his
second birthday last Friday, the chief
attraction of the day being a beauti
fully decoiated birthday cake from
his grandmother, Mrs. Chester Castner. In fact the deeorations of ani
mal crackers parading in snowy drifts
of frosting so won his deart that he
declared it must be kept "until
Daddy comes,” instead of being eaten.
Fortunately "Daddy'’ is due to arrive
any day from a coast-wise cruise.
•Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Robinson ac
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Wflliam
Partridge left Friday afternoon for
a weekend motor trip through the
White Mountains.
Miss Frances Whidden of Gorham
Normal School gave a very fine talk
on primary reading at the Saturday
teachers meeting. Regret was felt
tiiat Miss Abbie Buck of the State
public health asosciation, was unable
to be present. The teachers plan to
form a reading circle and will first
peruse "All Quiet On The Western
Front.”
Warren teachers assisted by Mrs.
Vinal, in the village schools will give
a musical program Education Week,
beginning Nov. 11. The rural schools
will have programs of recitations and
dialogues.
W. E. Moore has bought a Bruns
wick radio, all electric of Benjamin
E. Davis.
. The .usual Baptist circle supper
which is served on the third Thursday
of each month will be in readiness at
the Montgomery rooms Oct. 17.
Attendants at the Sunday night
service of the Congregational Church
were happily surprised to find Rev.
H. E. LeMay of South Bristol pres
ent* Mr. LeMay spoke on the theme
'The Potter and the Clay,” Wednes
day the church will entertain the Lin
coln Association of Congregational
Churches and Ministers. A special
group of s>>eakers will be present, the
sessions beginning at 2.30 and 7.30.
The ladies will serve supper at 6
o’clock and there will be special music
by the vested choir at the evening
service. Everyone is invited to these
meetings.—Plans are also being made
for a b'g Halloween party Oct. 31,
with the following committee chair
men: Miss Lillian Bussell, Miss Susan
Stevens and Clarence Madden. The
committee will meet Tuesday evening
at the home of P. D. Starrett.

On account of other attractions the
attendance at the joint installation of
I.O.O.F. and Encampment was not
as large as usual but the work was
very nicely done. Interesting re
marks were made by the visitors and
Rev. C.H.B. Seliger. Many words
f praise were beard for the fine sup
per furnished by the Union Rebekahs.
Mrs. Rose Stuart has had a fine
large chicken house built on her place.
Mrs. Rose Jenkins of Boston is vis
iting her parents Mr. and Mrs. M.
Cunningham.
Glendon Babb and family were in
Bangor Sunday.
H. E Mank is at work at Thurston’s
casket factory.
Mrs. Virginia D. Paine and Walter
P. Coombs i f New York are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Collins of
Blinker Hill were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Shepard. Mr. and
Mrs. Collins have been working in
Massachusetts institution- for the
past four years, and friends will be
glad to know they have returned to
their home at Bunker Hill and Mr.
Collins has again bid in his old job
of driving the star route.
Miss Gertrude Robbins arrived
home last week after a summer spent
at the Samoset and Poland Spring.
Alexander
Fuller
and
Walter
Coombs attended Topsham Fair. A
good fair, but the weather wv cold
and windy, Alex reports.
Louie Blackington and family were
Sunday' guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mar
cellus Cunningham.
The Union teachers are planning
speaking contests for Educational
Week, Nov. 11, as has been done in
the past two years.
Officers of Mt. Horeh Encamp
ment installed Oct. 12 by D.D.G.Pr
A. H. Newbert and D.D.J.W., Luke
Davis: Chief patriarch, George E.
Post; high priest* C.H.B. Seliger;
senior warden. Zerah Robbins; rec
ording scribe, W. A. Bessey; financial
scribe, Alvah E. Ames; treasurer,
Wilson Merriam; Junior warden N.E.
Daniels; first watch, John Cunning
ham; second watch, R. M. Carroll;
third watch, F. H. .Lenfest; fourth
watch. Clifford Wellrhan; inside sen
tinel, H. S. Hills.
Officers of Union Lodge, I.O.O.F.
'nstalled Oct. 12 by D.D.G.M., O. A.
Poland and D.D.G. Marshal Luke S.
Davis with staff of Grand Officers:
Noble grand, R. M. Carroll; vice
grand, George E. Post; recording
secretary. Alvah E. Ames; finaneia!
secretary. R. L. Williams; treasurer,
F. H. Lenfest; right support of N. G.,
John H. Williams; left supporter of
N. G.. Wilson Merriam; warden.
John Cunningham; conductor, N. E.
Daniels; right scene supporter. Clif
ford Wellman; left scene supporter,
Brian Clark; right supporter vice
grand, E. H. Calderwood; left sup
porter vice grand. Linnell MeQuiikin:
chaplain. William A. Bessey; inside
guardian . Herbert Hills; outside
guardian. Zerah L. Bobbins.

There is some strife over the flexi
ble provision of the tariff, the diffi| culty being to bend it enuogh ways
to
suit everybody.—Indianapolis
News.
The ex-Kaiser is the richest Ger
man in the world. He found a way
to make Germany pay before the
Dawes plan was ever heard of.—New
York American.
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fountain of You
Although Ponce De Leon searched far and wide,

without avail, the real fountain of youth is to be
found in sleep—Proper Sleep.

Modern medical science has proven beyond a question
that at least eight hours of sound, restful sleep is one oi
the greatest secrets of retained youth and beauty and con

tinued health.

But proper sleep, the kind that does not leave you with

that tired, hate-to-get-up-in-the-morning feeling, requires
a mattress that is scientifically constructed, that supports

and buoys up every inch of the body and lets you relax

and rest in a natural position —

The Daysori Sweet Rest Mattress
CROSS SECTION

3AYSON

COIL

SPRING

110 firmly anchored resilient coils
of tempered steel made to func*
(ion as one by the 622 scientifi
cally arranged cross helical springs
which join together each coil. No
tice the exclusive Dayson stabilizer
which
prevents bottoming and
eliminates side sway.

Bangor

Dayson Bedding Company

Kenneth Aubrey Simmons

Portland

Ask any of the dealers listed below to show

you the advantages of Dayson Bedding.
Kenneth Aubrey, second son of the
late Charles A. Simmons and Lucy
The Following Dealers Sell Dayson Products
(Cole) Simmons of Union, who died
At P.CBN—C hand ler’.
Furniture BROWN Vll.I.K JCT.—The Gerry Co. IIAl.I.OWEIJ^-n G. Weotl
shortly after midnight, Monday, Oct.
Store
BRUNSWICK—r. J. Go.se in ® boo HARTLAND—A. R. Burton t Sin
AL'GLSTA—F II. Benle Furniture BICKSI-OKT— W. M. Mlteli.ll
7. was born in Union May 14, 1895,
CALMS— r. L. Stewart turnllure IIOWLANII—Weymouth Co.
€•
LEWISTON—Atherton*.
near the Hope line, but while he was
Co.
ASHLAND— A. G. Andrews At Co.
LINCOLN—II. II. JohnKoa
CAMDEN—A. S. Prince
still a boy his parents moved to the
K. A. Weallierbee Co.
CAlllltllC—Currier & Moekler
BANGOR—Rancor Furniture Co.
.MA(TIIAS—S. K, MeKenxie
G. M Mor.un * Co.
KaMtern Furniture Co.
old Burton place near Union Common
MADISON—MadiHon Furniture t o.
Farrar Furniture Co.
CLINTON—MoreeUu. Colo
and all his life he maintained resi
Freeses
DAMARISCOTTA—K. S. Kllloll A MILO—A. A. Clark Furiture Co.
MILLINOCKET—Fuck A C’llfftird
C. E. McAvey
dence in his native town. He was a
1 uller Furniture Co.
BAR HARBOR—||. A. Brown Fur [lOVKR-FOXCROIT—I’ K. Word a
MONSON—Jon. I >11 vid non
niture Co.
graduate of Union High School and
r.A.
^MILLINOCKET
—
W.
II.
Blrt
NEWPORT—Taj lor A Estes
BATH
—
Hurt
fief
t
Furniture
Co.
of Kent’s Hill Seminary. Always in
NO'EAST IIAKUOK—S. ||. 4 rowa
A I). Stetson tit Son
EASTPORT—K Hum « Son
liFI. I AS T—Home I urnit liincs Co.
ELLSWORTH—II. C. Au.tln * Co. OAKLAND—W II. IK heeler A 8»»h
terested in machinery, he worked in
OL1> TOWN—Old Towa Farah., e
Bll>ni I ORI> A SACO—(I I’. Atkin
FAIRFIELD— Ijmrj Brother, to.
Co.
FARMINGTON—Strarn.
Furniture
a machine shop in Whitinsville, Mass,
win A Son. Ine.
Goldsmith Furniture
Wilfred Imi’dry
Co
and at the Iron Works in Bath. From
PenoliM'ot Furniture s
niNt.ll l.M—Taylor Brothers « RBI IT. FAIKMEI.D—John.to" Co.
< I E1IILI-.Merrill « Hlneklor
OARKINER—W a k e lleld-MrNnnch- ORONO—tV A. Mosher
there he came home to assist his
PITTSFIELD—Farrar Furniture Co,
"-'WAV HARBOR— N. Ptere.
ton Co.
father on the place. But his inter
est in mechanics led him to take a
home course in electrical engineering,
pursuing his studies at night after
the day’s work.
This course demanded a grasp of
mathematics and physics, tout he had many ibeautiful flowers showed the
the mind for it and his practical ex- !
esteem in which the deceased was
perience helped. He turned out pa held and the sympathy felt for his
pers almost perfect in substance and mother, who has now lost within four
form, and he was urged to come to [
years the third and last memlber of
Chicago and supplement his study by her home circle.
practice in the plant, with the guar- i
Besides his brother Henry of Rock
antee of a good .position.
land, he leaves to mourn his loss a
He left for Chicago with the pros
brother, Dr. Eric M. ‘Simmons of
pect of a successful career. But the Southington, Conn.
deepest of disappointment was In
store for him. After undergoing the
preliminary physical examination he
FRIENDSHIP
was informed that a defect of vision,
IMrs. Itylph Leonard and daughter
requiring glasses, had been diagnosed Ruth with friends of Boston spent
as a serious condition which would the weekend at their summer home
gradually develop into total blindness here.
So he came hack to his old tasks,
Claude E. Patch of Stoneham.
forced to adjust himself to the wreck Mass., was in town a few days last
of his hopes and prospects He was 1 week.
able to do this and to accept the
Herbert Weaver and George Weav
tragic restrictions of his destiny, not er of Boston spent the weekend at
in any tragic mood, but with the bal Martin's Point.
ance of a mind which habitually
Maurice Morton and Virgil Morton
seeks the solution of the problem have bought the Jones farm in Thom
presented.
aston opposite Knox Trotting Park
In the four years that followed, and exlpeet to occupy it soon.
bringing the death of his grand
Queen TYI. Capt. Floyd Wotton,
mother, Drucilla M. Cole, the illness the yacht owned by Arthur Crisp,
and death of his father and his sailed Thursday for New York. She
mother's ill health, the home could j will be taken out of commission and
not have 'been maintained but for sold. Mr. Crisp has ordered a new
Kenneth's faithful and capable serv S5-foot yacht built in Boothbay Har
ice. Like his father, he was a good bor this winter.
farmer, a tireless worker, devoted to ' Richard Barthelmess in “Drag,”
his home and mother, and came to will be the talking feature at the
love the soil.
Playhouse Wednesday night. This
This last rummer had been an un is Barthelmess’ second talking pic
usually happy one. He had taken ture, the first one (being “Weary
*
more of a vacation, saw more of his River.”
brothers and oW friends, made new
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Condon are
contacts, and seemed to be holding enjoying a European tour which has
ills own as regarded his vision taken them through Norway and
Though he had been suffering from a Sweden, the cities of Mainz. Berlin,
cold and earache for several days, Cologne. Frankfurt, Heidlelburg, Mu
he felt much better on Saturday nich. Friedrichafen, Wiesbaden and
morning, except for a slight head Rothenburg in Germany, and Straus.
ache and after doing his work, lay Altdorf. Engleburg, Montreaux., Lu
down to make up for lost sleep. It cerne, Interlaken and Geneva in
was discovered that he had lapsed Switzerland. They will return to their
into unconsciousness. His brother. home here upon completion of the
Henry C. Simmons of Rockland was trip.
summoned, and with unsparing devo- |
tion saw to It that every resource of
PRISON-MADE GOODS
medical ‘Skill should be employed to
restore him. Rut nothing could be Report To Department of Commerce
Would Distinguish By Tagging
done or could have been done from
Thom.
the first. A touch of influenza had
aggravated the eye condition to a
Tagging of prison-made products
swift crisis. Life slipped away as he
to distinguish them from those of free
slept.
Few knew Kenneth well. These labor is suggested in an advisory
realized that his was the reticence cripmittee report to the Department
which springs not from a lack of of Commerce.
The committee, with two dissenting
ideas, hut of one accustomed to start
NINE BODY STYLES. IMS TO SUMS F.O.B. DETROIT
from the facts and think things out opinions, suggests that the “differen
for himself. He had a surprising tiation obvious to the buyer would
knowledge of practical and scientific | make it possible to sell similar goods
even in the same retail store with
matters and an intelligent interest in j
different prices for the prison
general affairs. In him decision and products and the ‘free’ products.”
action were based on reason rather
The only alternative as a means of
than on impulse.
eliminating the chief objections to
The funeral held at home was in prison made goods is their removal
charge of the Odd Fellows. Prayer from the open market, in the opinion
was offered by Bev. Mr. Paul of of the committee, which Is made i/p
Warren and Rev. Mir. iSelliger of of penologists, manufacturers ^nd
Union. The large attendance and labor representatives.

I’Or.TI.ANB— Brldces Si Bell
Potter’s
Reliable Furniture Co.
Anierieun Furniture Co.
PRKSQIK ISLE—R W. Wight
UANGbl.KY—O. K Howe
ROCKLAND—ba at • n F urniture Ca.
Stonington Furuiture Co
Studley Furniture Co.
ItIDLON VILI.E—II. A. limerr
RCMFOKO— Rumford Furniture Ce.
SKOWHEGAN—I.uwrr Brothers Co.
SMYRNA MILLS—J K. lurbell A
Co.
STONINGTON—Freedman Furniture
Co.
»V KTERVII.I.E—Atherton’a
Ficher Furniture Co.
Stanhope Furniture Co.
Waterville Furniture Co
WINTERPORT—J. II. Foley
WISCASSET—Sidney (I. Evans

EXCELLENCE

t h a t i s long-lived

/

«•'

Any comparison of the Dodge Six with

other cars at its price reveals this truth : the
Dodge Six is built to perform more capably —

to serve more dependably — to last longer.

Body construction is stauncher. Its motor

When We’re There!
ALWAYS
Look for the
Blue and
White Sign

has greater piston displacement - finer pis*

NEXT to listening to a punctured tire whistle a
direful dirge, there’s nothing more disgusting than
to step on the starter pedal and get “no” for ah
answer. That’s when we are your friends. Just
’phone—that’s all.
We repair, recharge and service all makes of
batteries, but sell the Exide made by The
Electric Storage Battery Company and famous
everywhere for its dependability and
long life.
Stop here regularly and let us inspect
your battery. This expert attention will
save you money in longer battery life.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
AUTHORIZED DEALERS
Main Street

Rockland, Maine

I

tons — more piston rings — more crankshaft

I

bearings. It has a deeper frame with more cross

/

/

'x

members — longer springs — better brakes
—bigger tires. In every detail that assures

finer performance, safety, dependability and
longdived excellence, the Dodge Six excels.

R0THER5 SIX
CHRYSLER MOTORS PRODUCT

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

54 Park Street

Rockland

Telephone 124

Air-Tight

THOMASTON
Miss Edith Wilson of Malden.
Mass., spent the weekend and holiday
with her sister, Miss Hortense Wil
son.
Miss Ella Burien < f Billerica. Mass.,
is the guest of Mrs. William Xewhert.
The Baptist ladies' circle will meet ,
at the vestry Wednesday afternoon
with supper at 6 o’clock, Mrs. John |
Brown. Mrs. Susie Xewhert. Mrs.
Lucy Sillery and Miss Edna Hilt, j
housekeepers.
Lee Walker spent a few days at j
home the latter part of the week. ;
He returned to Boston Sunday. Mrs. ;
Walker accompanied him.
Work on the extension of the ce
ment sidewalk on East Main street
began Monday morning. Hiram Libby >
is the contractor.
Leroy Dunton of Portsmouth. X. H.
is the guest of his aunt, Mrs. Frank
Richards.
Rev. Mr. Holt of Camden preached
at the Federated Church Sunday
morning. He is remembered by some
as in charge of the church in Cushing
30 years ago and at Camden in later
years.
Adeltoert and Mrs. Benner and
Joseph Bradley left Friday for the
Xorthern Maine woods to hunt big
game.
Mrs. Henry Roberts of Dorchester.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle McLennan and
daughter Claire and Mrs.
illiam
Beckler of Melrose, Mass., visited
Mr. and Mr£ E. P. Starrett over the
holiday.
\
Alfred M. Strout from Harvard
College Law School, Mr. and Mrs.
Crockett Brown and Albert Elliot of
Boston, were in town for the week
end, returning Sunday (by motor to
Boston.
Mrs. Alonzo Spalding is spending a
week in the family of her son Gordon
in Portland.

♦ ♦ • •

Mrs. Winn Pease and Mrs. Robert
Gordon who have been guests of Mrs.
F. E. Brown returned home to Bath
the last of the week. They were ac
companied by Miss Jennie C. Brown
who will visit Mrs. Gordon for a few
days.
Alfred Strout arrived home Friday
night from Boston where he is a stu
dent at Harvard Law School. With
Mr. Strout were Mr. and Mrs. F.
Crockett Brown who spent the week
end with Mrs. Fannie Brown.
Frank Thomas of Xorth Abington.
Mass., who has been visiting his
sister, Mrs. William Bunker, returned
Friday to his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schwab and
\jlrs. Stonie W. Jameson of Boston
and Mrs. William McCauley of Cam
den called upon Mrs. Edward Brown
Monday, when enroute to Boston.
Mr. Phillips, who has charge of the
crew building the new bridge across
the Georges river tbetween Thomas
ton and Warren, with his family is
now occupying the Isaac Bunker
house on Dunn street. It is esti

V -
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Exposure quickly ruins tea. SALADA Is
sealed in metal foil for your protection.

/ggPROVgfo

BY STEAMER

Arch Healer

For Sale

JI OK SALE Oil TO LIST Building nil At
lantic High" I.v between Rockland and Thomal,.n suitable fill small store and house com■ilivd. ritl.OEIIK h I. WALTZ. IB’. BroadTil.
-.Jl.
IS4-I3#
i FDR SALE Nine room house with bath ami
Tsjore, large lut'of land. A bargain for quirk
i «ule. at 56 Grace St. JOILN -GUIiSTIN.
/

124*129

Freight and Passenger Service

FOR SALE—In South Thoniastou, house re
cency vacated and owned py Erank Fuller
Make that business trip to Boston in ton, 1
story, 7 rooms, large shed and barn,
comfort, on the big steamer <’AM- electric light <. *|iump in sink and nice water.
l
a
4
acres
land. 25 thrifty apple trees, best of
DEX.
,ft wit, nice shade trees, land running to salt
water, 3 mins, walk from village, church and
Sailing 8 P. M.
school. Apply tu L. W. BENNER. Rockland.

• SHOE •
"COMBINATION LAST'

T uesday—Thursday—Saturday
124-129
-tcjinci- WEKTPUltT leaves Rock
EUR SALE 'Full blooded German police
land 5.15 A. M. Tuesday, Thursday pups, males, $19; temales, $5. ROLAND
GUSH EE, Union. Kt enee Appleton.
and Saturday lor Bar Hai'oor. Steam- ,
1*4*126
or WBSTORT leaves Rockland ,
nttwl
Monday. Wednesday and !• rlday at wood
n.: sawe(| Hlabs. $1.25 ft. AL583
the Qardens
FRED DAVIS. Rockland. Tel. 3I4-R. l’4*126
7.30 A. M. for Brooklin.
Returning from Boston, steamer salts ] pi>R SALE Blooded German shepherd
Mondays, Wednesdays anil Fridays | do-’, male. :H,i_.vear_»_oliL_ Aieg. A. »K. U. In
increase over September indications
quire 239 LIMEROCK ST. Tel. 421 M.
it 5 P. -M.
124*126
for a total of 1.227.000.000 bushels.
For
reservations
apply
Potato prospects for the country as
FOR SALE Sell cheap, pedigree bird dog.
Wharf Office
L. G, ATHEARN. Hope. Tel. 12-12,
124*126
a whole declined still further during
FOR SALE I sed furniture of the home of
the month, because of inadequate
iT
FRANK E. JONES,New County Rd., opposite
. lainfall in the northwest and widei Trotting Park
12-4-126
; sl,i ea<l ^rost
v??''
FOR SALE Household furnishings. Apply
is estimated at 345,177.000 bushels,
MRS.
L.
11.
SNOW.
163
Alain
St.,
within
the
abou, three.{ourths of „le i928 crop
I week.______________________________ 124-126
| anj nine-tenths of the preceding five,
FOR SALE Almost new dining room suite,
!jtur average.
I used less than year, best quality. Price very
Tobacco showed a slight increase
' reasonable. Apply CHARLES H. BERRY,
I Fireproof Garage.____________________ 121-129
and was estimated at 1,472.525,000
FOR % SALE—1924 Chevrolet 4 door sedan,
pounds, coinpared with an average
good running condition, price low. Inquire
of 1.331.000.000 for the previous five
15
WASHINGTON ST.. Rockland,
123-125
Lost and Found
' years.
FOR SALE Hubbard squash, apples, cabFlaxseed, rice, grain sorghums, hay.
30 and Hi 3i' bage, green and ripe tomatoea. OVEILNESS
—Saturday between
sweet potatoes, sugar cane and some p. LOST
ni.. woman’s white gold wrist watch in SARKESIAN, 157 Middle St. Tel. M8-W.
123 tf
minor crops also showed gains.
Strand Theatre o» !»••' ween theatre and School

TEA

“Fresh from
GENERAL CROPS BETTER

A Sure Cure For
Tired Feet!

September Weather Led Uncle Sam
To Mark Up His Earlier Estimates

AA to EE

Nick Stuart, Sue Carol and Walter Catlett in “Why Leave Home?’

Fox Movietone Musical Comedy version of “Cradle Snatchers”
Built on combination lasts to give
perfect fit and comfort

They come in Black and Brown
Calf and Kid
Ack your neighbor

$4.95
R. E. NUTT
SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

FARM AND HOME
Busy Departments of KnoxLincoln Bureau Give An
Accounting

The annual meeting of the Farm Bu
reau of Knox and Lincoln Counties will
be held in Warren. Thursday Oct. 24
at Glover ball.
Arrangements have been made for
six reels of government films to be
, used. These are being sent from
Aroostoo* County so there will not
be any Jast minute cancellations. The
mated that it will :•
nths films this year are: Forest and Water,
for the construction of the bridge.
one reel; Wheels of Progress, one
Miss Frances Shaw, assistant reel; Cooperative Marketing, one
cashier of the Thomaston Xational reel; Food Makes a Difference, two
Bank, is having a vacation of two reels: and Honor the Little Purple
weeks. She went^to Boston Saturday. Stamp, one reel. W. J. Rich of Cam
Mrs. Marie Singer arrived this den is giving one-half reel of movies
morning by boat after pas ing a week taken .it th annual Aryshire Breed
with a normal school friend in Xorth ers' fit-id meeting held at his home in
Abington. Mass.
' August.
Miss Bertha McDaniel of Dover. X.
The afternoon program will be re
H.. was the weekend guest of Mr. ports of project leaders on work done
and Mrs. William Richards.
in the county, financial report of the
Capt. Franklin E. Watts is recov treasurer and budget for the year.
ering from his recent illness, though The 1930 programs of work will be
not yet able to go out.
presented by the county agent, the
Miss Eva Jones of Salem. Mass., heme demonstration agent and club
spent the last days of the week with agent for adoption. Officers will be
her sister, Mrs. Murray Miller.
elected for the coming year.
Harold Sinlmons. Charles WinArrangements have been made
chenbach, Dr. B. H. Killer and his with the Warren Grange to furnish
friend from Appleton left .Sunday dinner.
The movies will start promptly at
night to hunt big game.
Mrs. Ray Spear and son of De 10.30.
troit, Mich., are visiting her parents,
Wocdlot Gives Income
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Brasier.
Two demonstrations will be startThe Methodist ladies’ aid will have
*
an all-day session at the church ed this month on woodiot improve, . Is a new project
, . which
, ,
Wednesday. A picnic dinner will be ment. rhis

"When husbands step out." might
have been used as a sub-title for
"Why Leave Home?" the hilarious
musical farce which comes to the
Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thurs
day. With jts snappy melodies by tbe
famous team of Conrad. Mitchell and
Gottler, the authors of the “Fox
Movietone Follies" tunes, and an en
tertaining and fast moving story of

modern life, college iboys, chorus
girls, flirtatious husbands and neglected wives. Why Leave Home?”
is said to be the funniest “talkie”
that Hollywood has yet offered.
Raymond Cannon directed this first
musical farce. Walter Cat’.ett plays
a featured role and wrote the dialog.
Sue Carrol and Xick Stuart have the
J other leading parts, adv.

Favorable weather during Septemher led the department of agricul*
7
ture to announce that general crop
prospects had improved about 2 perctnt above cxpectati.ns of Sept. 1
with higher yields indicated in corn,
spring \^ieat. oats, barley, cotton, to
bacco and many other crops.
On the basis of Oet.*l condition,
corn production was indicated at
2.528.077.000 bushels, 2.9 per cent,
above September, but still 8 per cent,
below the five-year average production.
An increase of about six million
bushels of wheat to 791.76S.000 was
estimated. 2.2 percent, below the fiveyear average.
Oats showed tu 22,000.000 bushel

Oct. 22, Damariwscotta Mills, preparation of whole grains.
Oct. 29. Edgecomb. preparation of
vegetables,
| Oct. 30. Dresden preparation of
whole grains.
Oct. 31. Aina, home furnishings II.
Nov. 1. Warren, preparation of
The annual meeting of the Home vegetables.
Demonstration Department is to be
Nov. 5, Montsweag. preparation of
held in Warren Oct. 24 and the meet vegetables.
ing is to begin the minute the clock
Xov. S, Jefferson, preparation of
strikes 10.30.
vegetables.
Beside the movies which are the
Xov. 12, Orffs Corner, preparation
most interesting feature of the day, of whole grains.
there will be an exhibit carried on by
Meetinga without the agent will be
the women’s Farm Bureau. The ex held thus:
hibit is to consist of the following
Oct. 16. East Union, leather.
articles:
Oct. 22
Damariscotta, cottage
Two dresses made from founda cheese.
tion pattern from each community:
Oct. 23. Montsweag, Christmas sug
six muffins; one cottage cheese dish gestions.
(1 salad); three chairs reseated (one
Xov. 5. Rockport, cottage cheese.
of cane, one of ash splint or reed):
Xov. 3. Xobleboro, Christmas sug
one article of furniture reupholstered. gestions.
Ribbons will be awarded as prizes.
Xov. 5. East Union, Christmas' sug
There is a table of miscellaneous gestions.
articles not in the contest but fur
Xov. 5, Xcwcastle, Christmas sug
nished as a general exhibit. On this gestions.
table may bl* placed any article which
Xov. 6. Simonton, Christmas sug
is a result of extension meetings.
gestions.
There is also to be a sales table.
Xov. 6. Bunker Hill, Christmas sug
Any article made as a result of Exten gestions.
sion meetings may be placed on this
Xov. 7. Camden. Christmas sugges
table, as basketry, stenciling, leather, tions.
Christmas suggestion articles, sewing
—From Farm Bureau Bulletin.
screens, etc.
A committee from each community
WALDOBORO z
has been ches n to take charge of tht'
exhibit which each Farm Bureau
Mrs. Alton Benner and Miss Laila
group will make at the annual meet Brooks have returned from Whitins
ing. The women in charge of these ville. Mass.
in the different groups ar : Aina.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Miller of South
j Mrs. Inez Ayer; Appleton. Mrs. Gas- Berwick have been guests for a few
sie Paul; Bristol. Mrs. Florence Bren- |
days of Mrs. Ida Miller.
tice; Bunker Hill. Mrs. Helen LinThe Susannah Wesley Society met
seott; Burkettville. Mrs. Florence
Monday evening with Mrs. Eudnu
Calderwood; Camden. Mrs. Mary j
Nash^Mrs. Nathan Hopkins. Dam Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby K. Waltz of
ariscotta, Mrs. Lily Waltz; Damaris- i
cotta Mills. Mrs. Mabel Reilley; . Wollaston. Mass., are at their home
here for two weeks. Mr. and Mrs.
• Dresden, Miss Mabel I’erry. Edg
Thomaston have
comb. Miss Christine Greenleaf: Ea.it !I Charles, M< rse of
.

EASTERN
steamship lines

In Everybody’s Column

st
Reward.
(’amden St.

Pape s
COLD

Are You “Hitting
On All Six?”

Girls Wanted!
Modern Pants Co,

COMPOUND

Cold

f<Sax” Drives Away
Thoughts of Cold!
ITe thought he couldn't play that
night, but the cold he’d caught that
morning had departed. Mo3t pro
fessional people know what really
knocks a cold in a few hours : many

go through the winter without any
trouble from colds. R’s a compound
that comes in little white tablets.
Take one, and that first snuffle 19
just about the last; or several tab
lets if you’ve let the cold go until
it’s serious.
Pape’s
ask for;
35c for
seems to

Cold Compound is all you
and the druggist charges
a package, and it never
fail for anvbodv.

When your specifications say "clear lum
ber” make sure that you get what’s called
for—stock free from sap and knots, straight
grained and clean. If that’s what’s ordered,
and it comes from this yard, it IS clear
lumber.

Same with our whole line —no matter
•what it is. Wallboard, for instance. We
sell and recommend—

SHEETROCK
—the fireproof wallboard, simply because
it’s the best there is. Made of pure gypsum
rock, by the pioneers in the business.
Perfect for decorations (concealed joints).
Never cracks, warps or buckles. Insulates.
Vermin-free. Permanent- Ask to see sample.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
• CONTRACTORS

453 Main St.

Tel. 14

Rockland

I O A.
* On Your Own Signature

Up To $300.00
No Endorsers—No Red Tape
Interest at 3% per month (which includes all charges and
fees of every kind) on the unpaid amount of loan

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION
10 Limerock Street

( ALL 1030-M or Inquire 138
124-126

FOR SALE 21 ft. power boat. Inquire of
H. A. DUNTON, 18 Mechanic St. Tel. 763-M.

______________________________________ 123-125
A motorist is n man who thinks his
LOST—Large sized yellow and white kitten.
FOR SALE—'Parlor stove. E. IM. HAYES,
make of automobile is the best in the Last seen between Masonic and .Broad St.
123*125
world, but is saving up his money to BLANCHE INGRAHAM. 78 Masonic St Tel i 73 Summer St. Tel. 186-M-K.
,
1013-R.
124-126
FOR SALE—Overland touring car. model 91,
buy another kind next year.—South
mileage
17,000.
Guaranteed
In
good
running
ne’weai condition. Tires all new, 'cords, side curtains
ern Lumberman.

many other varieties. Europe reports large crops so that the export
trade is doubtful until after Dcctmber. But with production lfss than
the average the home markets will
need most of the apples tills season.

Xnion, Mrs. Izz.e St. Clair; Friend-i
xj .
Pnrtnr .nH
c u s Mis.
Aii-.- Hattu
it • t; z. f ■ ■ vvr” • Hope,
ill.- Mi.i' <
All. and
11 a l old I or tei , and
?hip.
...... All fi, alls.
\i, Maz
,4 l7 I ta\.on.
p,,
i. f. .'I.-.- Evi. n lteeil of Bath have been
May
.nt
served at noon.
will be undertaken next year through- ferson. Mrs. I-ottle Cruser: Mont- tecent guests of Mrs. Lillian M. Reed.
an(l
Alva Aehorn and Miss
out the county. These two trial plots ! sweag. M rs. Irene M tcalf; XewAbout 30 members of Arcana Lodge, will be in Jefferson, Arthur Hall’s , castle. M rs. Stella Stevens; Xoble- Maxine Acorn are visiting Mrs.
K. of I*., attended the district con fArm and Hope. F. M. Payson’s. A boro. Mrs. Ilila Bennett: Orff's t' r- Achorn's sister in Providence.
Floyd Benner has been substitut
vention of that body in Friendship quarter-icr will he plotted and trees ner, Mrs. Fannie Weave r: I: . kp u t
arked for removal. The cost of re- Mrs. Louise Holbrook, .Mrs. I.eoia ing at the postoffice during the ab
Saturday evening, at which time the,
sence of Postmaster W. C. Flint.
rank of knight was conferred upon moral and the value of thc lumber Mann. Simonton. Mrs. Minnie WeilCarl Hunt has returned from Can
Esquire Randall Jones of Arcana taken from the plot will be kept by the man; Warren. Mrs. Clarence Madden
JQ8- ■i'lold MeKellar; Whitefield, iirs. ada where he has been manager of
Lodge. The Page Rank team of Ar dinmnstrator.
The demonstrations will bn Held as Grace Bailey. 11 for any reason th s. a summer hotel and is visiting his
cana put on an exhibition drill.
mother. Mrs. H. F. Hunt.
Grand Chancellor H. G. Buzzell of follows: J, tj'erson. Tuesday. Oct. 22 at i members are not able to attend to
Mrs. Mary Hawley and Miss Alice
Belfast was present, also Edgar J. 9 a. m. and Hope. Wednesday. Oct. 23. ' this, will they please notify their com
I'age of Bath have been passing sev
Brown, G. K., of R. of S. of Water at 9. At Hope there will also be a | munity chairman?
eral days at E. 51. Whitcomb's.
ville, and. the G. O. <1. from Augusta. timber estimating demonstration at
Rev. W It. Patterson of Bethel, a
A lobster stew supper with all the j 1-30 on th& farm of Miller Hobbs. IL
Rules of the Contest
, former pastor of the local Methodist
fixings was served at 6.30, and it M. Hutchinson, forestry specialist,
All exhibits sent to Warren by mail Church, .was in town last week.
would have done anyone’s heart good will attend to both demonstrations,
Mr. and Mrs;. Shirley Gross of Xew
to have seen the boys do justice to it. j Every v.oodlot owner should have I must be in by Wednesday. Oi t;23.
All exhibits brought to Warren Redford. Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Henry Knox Chapter had election :l general idea of timbei estimating
Cora Nash.
of officers Friday evening at their ‘nd woodlot improvement. Several must be there by 10 a. nt., Oct. 21.
Mrs. Xelron Collamore has been at
Packages sent by mail must be
convocation. The new officers are: farmers carry on a systematic thinMaynard E. Wentworth, li. I1.: Ralph ning of their woodlot each year. In prepaid and sent to home d monstra- home from Friendship for a few
days.
A. Carndl, K.: John H. Connell. K; this way an income ran be obtained tion agent.
E. G. Jones of Boston and II. Ever
Exhibits entered for contest must
Robert W. Walsh, treasurer; Clar front the lumber removed, the timber
ett Hall of New York have been
ence E. t diver, secretary: William 11. left is improved and it gives the farm be 1329 products.
Three platings to he made by tach j guests of Miss 5Iarcia Binney.
Mathew-'. C. of 11.: Arthur T. Ris- er work for himself and team during
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay attended the
lot.
the winter months.
teen. iP. S.; Aaron A. Clark, R. A.
• # • »
state meeting of the Daughters of
Everett W. Cook. 51. of 3d v.; Ellis
Apple Outlook Good
The ea.h-ndar of work in the Hom the American Revolution in Augusta.
C. Young, 51. of 2d V.: Harold W.
Alton O. I’roek and Miss Dorothy
Davis, 51. of 1st V. Installation Xov.
Apples this year should bring a Demonstration department shows Jackson were united in marriage by
8, private.
good price. The September crop In these meetings with the agent:
Oct. 18. Camden, kitchen improve- Rev. H. O. Megert at the Methodist
Misses Clara Spoor. Anita AVyllie, dicates 6.000,000 barrels less than a
parsonage. Oct. 5.
Anne Dunbar and .Margaret Copeland yvar ago. Outsidc of Xew England : ment II.
Concrete walks are being laid at the
motored It Portland Monday for a the crop is 18 per cent below the av- ] >Oct. 19. Hope, kitchen improvement.
Methodist Churrh and the residence
short star
erage.
Maine and Vermont have
of Harold Perry on 5Iain street.
Mrs. Walter Sampson anil son of crops about the average.
Recent
Bethel visited her father last week market reports from Boston indicate
returning home Sunday.
OWL’S HEAD
good prices for ilelntosh as well us
The annual harvest supper will be
A meeting of the Owl's Head
served at the Congregational vestry
Library Association will be held in
Oct. 23, at li o'clock. This is the only •lie guest of Miss Helen L. Carr dur- ;
the community room this Tuesday
public supper served by this sooiely. ing the summer months, returns to- I
evening at 7 30 It is hoped that all
and an effort is made to have it a day to her home in Harrisburg, 1’a.
officers, trustees and members of the
Liver —Stomach—Bowels—
Miss Eva Jones of .Salem. Mass.,
community event.
ent. as there are a number of importNerves —Brain —Heart—
All meetings of the Federated Con is the guest of her sister Mrs. J.
association will endeavor to be presAre They All 100%?
*
gregational Methodist Churcht - are Murray Miller.
ant matters to come before this meet
to be held in the Methodist Church
The Ft derated Church will Hold
Folks, the human body is jast like a ing
’ /
ti,
ir
service
in
the
Methodist
Eptaco*
j
during the winter. Ibeginning this
good car, everything must be in good
Mrs. Anna Donohue is spending a
working
order
if
you
expect
to
get
the
pel Church next Sunday and will
week.
I few days with friends in Rockland.
Rev. H. I. Holt or Camden occupied continue ,o do so through the winter. best performance out of either. *
Mr. and Mrs. P. 6. Merriam and
You
can
’
t
expect
to
feel
looH
if
your
Miss
Ethel
Fpham
is
clerking
in
the pulpit of the Federated Church \
family with friends were at their
liver
is
out
of
order,
your
stomach
: the Tiiom.istun Xational Bank during j
last Sunday.
upset, nerves jumpy or bowels tied up. home here bver the weekend.
51rs. Charles E. Shorey anil tlaugh- the absence of Miss Shaw,
Mr. and Mrs. 11. W. Maddocks were
You must build up your vital forces
ter Lena motored to Portland Mon» • » ♦
and you weak, weary despondent men in town over the weekend.
day. 5Irs. Shorey will remain two
Ludwig- Brasier
and women who have been doctoring
Weeks.
Edwin I. Ludwig and Miss Ellie! I for ages trying to get hack the vim and
Miss Blanche Payson who has been
L. Brash r were married Saturday at endurance of earlier years will be aston
the horn • of the bridegroom’s sister ished, delighted and amazed to see
Mrs. V i”i im T. Smith. Main street how quickly st rength, energy and vital
l y Rev. H. S. Kilborn of the Baptist ity come back thru the use of Tanlac.
U<o to your druggist now and get a' ‘
Ghuruh. Mr. and Mrs. Smith attend
Experienced Stitchers on
ed as bridesmaid and best man. The bottle of Tanlac. Millionsof folks have
wedding was private. Mr. Ludwilf is started back on the road to youth,
Wool and Leather Coats
a resident of Rockland and Miss health and happiness with this worldBrasier of Thi maston. They left im famous tonic and there is no reason
Apply at once
mediately by automobile for Quebec, why you, too, can’t begin today to re
build
your
worn-out
tissues
and
re

with Mrs. George Ludwig, who by
FOR QUICK,
vitalize your entire system.
harmless COMFORT invitation accompanied them. After
Your money back if you are not
a short iuur they will be at home at
speedily helped by a fair trial of this
». i North Main street, Rockland G.mtoild- la.iious inedi. me.
121-124
• atula i IIS are ext tided.
n«reitfnpMieitowiwtitA,fEVERiwiNRs

OiildrvnCnjforlt

Every-Other-Day
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Rockland, Me.

Telephone 675-W
62-tf

Rockland and Camden. Reward. STONINfi and tools included. Battery new’ this year.
123-124
TON FCRNITCKE CO.
J Price reasonable for cash. Inquire at 42
IX)ST—Gunning coat and slicker on road FULTON ST., Rockland._______________ 123-tf
from Guahee (’orner to Xortli Appleton, last
stove.
FOR 3AIJ>- Hub heater parlor
Monday. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Rockland.
123*125
122-124 (’ALL 1057-W.
FOB SALE Summer home furnished, siiore
LOST—Black, white and tan hound last
40x90 ft., dock and beach, new bungalow,
Wednesday ; name on collar. V. T. JOHNSON. lot
2
rooms and pantry. 2 sheds, 5 young applix
Lake Ave. Tel. 3:52-32.
120-425 trees.
Dandy motor boat and skiff. Bargain.
JOHN GORDON, Port Clyde, Maine.
123-125
Wanted
FOB SALE—Complete printing plant, 7x11
WANTED—Radio salesman, straight com Pearl press, good as new, 19 eases type, paper,
mission basis, must own car. A real opening cards, stitcher, etc., $106 fo»* quick sale.
123-125 ,
for a hustler. See MR. SMALL. Sea View JOHN GOBIMIN. Port Clyde. Me.
Garage. Inc., Main St.. Rockland.
124-129
FOB SALE 19 ft. dory, motor boat, At
WANTED To buy outright or interest in a condition, with skiff, $65. JOHN (JORDON,
123-123
business. Must he good proposition and stand Port Clyde, Me.
investigation. Address full particulars to E.
FOB SALE Blacksmith shop and land.
W. H . R F. D. B(.x 125-B. R x klnnd 124*126 South Main St.. $350. House, large lot of land
WANTED- A yi ang man for the grocery at Pleasant Gardens, Rockland, $1000: can be
paid in rent. Six room house on Beechwoods
business. FLINT’S MARKET. Main (St.
124-126 St.. Thomaston. $850. V. F. STl'DJJiV. 69
Park St. Tel. 1080.
122-tf
WANTED—To take charge of farm, man
FOR SALE—Pullets. Will trade for stock.
and wife, with not more than one child.
G.
A.
WINSLOW,
Owl
’
s
Head.
Tel.
425-14.
Must have had good experience, witli all kinds
122-124
of farm work. Be honest, temperate and good
worker. References. Apply at once, MISS
FOB SALE- Two new milch Jersey cows.
EMERY. Rose Hill Farm, Owl’s Head, Maine. GEORGE II. CAMERON. Union. Me. 122*124
124-126
FOR SALE—Living room coal stove, also
WANTED—Immediately floor maid and small wood’ stove. Prices reasonable. TEL.
kitchen maid at KNOX HOSPITAL.
123-125 1T9-R.
122*124
WANTED Small coal-burn ing
kitchen ,
FOR SALE—Rug and knitting yarns by
heater. E. 4. DAVIS, 38 Summer St., 1» >ck- manufacturer. Samples free. H. A. BARTland.
122-133
123 125 LETT. Harmony, Maine.
WANTED— 29 In. and 23 In. staves, 17 in
FOB SALE- Brand new boat, 28 ft., nice
and 20 In. heads, 13 In.. 14 in.. 19 in,. 21 in. model, 15 h. p., Kermath eng., fit for any use.
partitions. Must be extra good value. 4. ( • JAMES A. GREGORY, Vlnalhaven. Me
HAFIMON. Rockland.
123-125
122*127
WANTED Young woman witn 6 year old j
FOB SALE New Winchester rifle 38-55 and
child would like work in Rockland or vicinity Ithaca 12 ga. double bbl. hammerless. Price
Good hom» preferred to high wages, BOX 331. reasonable. Call at SPEAR S SHOE STORE.
Thomaston.
122-121
121-126
WANTED By High School teacher, furFOR SALE Two pretty siiag kittens, color,
nished apartment of four or five rooms, or yellow and white, male and female, $1 for the
small house. CALL 19-J.____________ 122*131 two. E. A. S., Thomaston, K. F. D. 1, Bx. 38.
WANTED Man to work on farm. MRS.____________________________________ 121*126
J. W. ANDERSON, West Meadow road. T. 1
FOR SALE—Six room cottage. Inquire K.
11T5.
122*121 U. COLLINS or C. K. GOULDING, 54 Pacific
WANTED—•Position as housekeeper by SL___________________________________ 121-tf
young woman with boy of ten. Prefer good
FOR SALE Thoroughbred Cheviot rams,
home and kind treatment to high remunera cheap. Tel. 83 Thomaston or write II. I).
tion. Tri tiers and those not desiring a child CRIE, Thomaston.
120*125
in their home, please do not answer tills ad.
FOR SALE Hard wood, fitted, $14 cord;
Address MRS I F MAHONEY, Monument
Sg.. Warren. Maine
122*124 junks, $12: 4 ft., $10: soft wood fitted, $10;
4 ft., $8. O. H. CRIE, Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
____________________________________ 129*131
To Let
FOR SALE—Ten horses weighing 1100-1500
TO LET -Five room furnished apartment, pounds. WILLIAM HALL, North Newcastle,
ail modern improvements. Call at 12 ELM reI 52-32 Damariscotta._____________ 120*123
ST.
124-P26
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 ; long,
TO LET —Tenement at 38 Mechanic St. $10; junks, $12; soft wood fitted, $9; junks.
Also three furnished rooms with use of bath $8, delivered. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
at 176 Main St. Inquire MRS. W. S. KEN113-tf
NISTON 476 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
121 tf
FOR SALE—Twelve room house and forty
TO LET Tenement of five rooms on South acres of land situated In Warren on Stata
Main St . flush toilet, electric lights. MRS. ('. road between Warren and Thomaston. Also
P MJ LI ER. Tel I Hi R
124-126 j farm wagons and farming Implements for
TO LET Tbrci furnished rooms.
per sale. For further information write to MRS.
118 tf
month : with gang . $20. Inquire at 30 WAR- W E. BORN EMAN. Warren.
RI N ST_______ ____________________ 121*126
FOR SALE—Cedar boat hoards, all thick
TO LET .Mtilern 6 room house with gara.'e. nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
good location. Apply R. P. CONANT,. 2« . sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
Camden St.
121-tf buoys, oak laths. Also* other boat lumber.
JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel 177-14, 118-tf
TO LET Furnished apartment, also rooms
FOB SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
bv day or week, modern, lights and water free.
$19:
junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lumber
Apply 2 WILLOW ST.
124*126
rtellvcreil. T. J. CAItttOLb. Tel. 263-21.
TO LET -Light housekeeping rooms at 309 P. O^Thomaston.
113-tf
MAIN BT
124-126
FOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs. $6.50;
TO IiET Five room tenement, also 4 room srove length, $8 per cord ; also building lum
furnished tenement, gas. lights, toilet, at 66 ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. P. D., Thomaston.
’•.ANKIN ST. Tei. 202-W.
124-tf
118-tf
TO LET-Two furnished rooms for light
housekeeping, lights, gas, water. 23 ('EI)AR
ST. Tel. 804-4.
123*125
Miscellaneous
TO LET Tenement of 6 rooms, modern. D.
L. McCARTY, Northend Drug Store.
123-tf
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
TO LET Upstairs tenement on Main St., built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
electric lights and toilet. .1. H. MELVIN. 21 bv the day or contract BENJAMIN KNOWL
118-tf
Gay St. Tei 621 M.___________
123*125 TON. $4 Brewster St Tel. 467 M.
I WOULD BE PLEASED TO TAKE your
TO LET Two partly furnished roonn 7iid
bath.
Modern
conveniences.
HOWARD subscription or renewal to Saturday Evening
Post, Indies’ Home Journal. Country Gentle
CROCKETT, 20 Franklin St. Tel. 1091.
man, and Needlecraft. Any of these would
123*128 make
a good Christmas gift. .SHERWOOD E.
TO LET—Four rooms and hath. V >
FROST. Tel. 1181-Y.
122*124
STI DLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1980
122-tf
.MOTOR TRANSPORTATION, loans wanted
TO LET Modern 5 room house with all to Portland, daily trips; trucking .of all kinds,
improvements. Heats easily on less than 5 local and long distance furniture moving.
tons coal.
Nice sunny location.
It U Price rigid. R. W. JEWELL, Rockland. Tel.
('OLI.1NS Tel. 77.
122-124 2.56-4
121*126
TO LET Six room house witli bath, fur
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
nace and lights, Grace St. ERNEST C. DAMS. and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
122-124 den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
TO LET Five room tenement, all improve us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
118-tf
ments. janitor service also 7 room apart fast. Me.
ment furnished, heated, fireplace, sun pnr-h.
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM, readings by appoint
MIKE AltMATA Tel. 1147 «
122 127 ment. Phone 305-W, or call at 24 CRESCENT
120*125
TO LET Garage at 21 "Masonic St. Inquire ST.
F. L. NEWBEKT, Newbert’s Restaurant.
GEN7KAL TRUCKING, Oyster River bridge,
__________ 2_______________ _________ 122-124 Thomaston. Tel orders ROCKLAND 1060-M.
118-tf
TO LET—Furnished house, 8 rooms, clectric lights, centrallv located, adults only. InFISHING AND SAILING PARTIES taken
qulre 5(> MALN ST.. Thomaston.
122*124 out by day or hour. S. T. AMES, Rockland.
101*125
TO LET Small tenement, corner Talbot Tel 1070-W.
Ave. and Union St. Inquire 21 TALBOT AYE.
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer I
or Tel. 550.
122-tf wffl be at my Rockland office Fridays and
TO LET Six room apartment at 59 Masonic Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H.
118-tf
St R U. COLLENS. Tel. 77.
121-tf DAMON, dentist. Rockland.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws anu
TO LET House at 18 Gav St. Apply to
repair
your
furniture
at
216
LIMEROG
’’
EDW. BENNER. Tel. 945-R.
•421-tf Tel. 1019.
H8-tf
TO LET Five room bungalow, electric
(’IDER MILL Having one of the largest
lights, toilet, garage. Tel. 1188 M Rockland or
398-3 Camden. K. H. PHILKRICK. 121*126 and most powerful cider presses in the State
of Maine I am producing from 4 to 4*6 gal
TO LET Five unfurnished rooms, electric lons to the bushel, taking particular pains to
lights, coiner Park St. and Broadway. TEL. make cider for the public clean and whole
438-J.
120-tf some. I would like their patronage: 5 cents
TO LET—Four room apartment, all mod per gallon for grinding. Most everyone has
ern. fully equipped, $7.59 per week. V F. a car and it will pay to have your elder made
STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1989.
118-tf at my mill. Will buy apples at 15 cents per
bushel to paj' for the grinding, should you
TO LET Furnished apartment with garage. want. Would be pleased to have the public
ETTA H. SANBORN. 80 Pleasant St. Tel inspect my mill grinding days, Tuesday and
993-W.
i2«-tf Friday, up to and including Nov. 15. The ca
TO LET—Apartment of five rooms and pacity of my mill dally 2500 gallons, six gal
garage. ALICE FULLER, 25 Linden STREET lons every minute. J. H. SIMONTON, mill at
119-tf
Tel. 106-M.
H8-tf West Rockport.
TO LET - Three well furnished rooms, witli
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
modern conveniences and partial heat. In Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main 8t. Mall orders
quire 12 KNOX STREET. Tel. 578-W. 116-tf solicited. HELEN U. RHODES.
118-tf
TO LET—Three rooms for light housekeep
ing or roomers. All modern improvements.
To Let
Apply 37 WILLOW STREET.
113 tf
TO LET—Furnished heated apartment. 14
TO LET—Nice house in good repair, just
MASONIC ST.
|i2-tf
vacated by party who have occupied it for 25
TO LET—Furnished apartment on Oak St. . years and have now moved out of town. Large
furnished apartment on Grove St.: large garage or barn with work-bench in It, just thc
house with garage on Camden St., near Mav place for a carpenter. Plenty of land for a
erick square; 7-room house and garage, garden. Inquire of E. B. HASTIN(,S. 129-tf
corner Lindsey and Union Sts. ERNEST (’.
TO LET Four room apartment In fine ennOX VIS FuDer-1 ohb-DavIs
tlO-tt'
litlon . large stoiage for fuel, etc Garage.
in l,M h hi nislieU np.uiun ni
X.lulls ntdy. (. A. EMERY, 28 Pacific S(
NELSON B COBB.
118 tf Tel. 518 M.
110-tt

Every-Other-Day
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The first meeting this season of the
Methebesec Club takes place Friday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. J. E.
Stevens, Talbot avenue. The pro
gram will be devoted largely to re
ports of the Maine Federation meet
ing in Portland by Miss Annie Frye
and Mrs. Irene Moran. Members are
requested to respond to the roll calf
with summer experiences.

Page Seven

WILL CLOSE AT
FOUR O’CLOCK
The f uller-Cobb-Davis Store will close at

Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Mrs. James F.
Carver and Miss Hortense Wilson of
4.CO o’clock Wednesday, Oct. 16, the oc
Mrs. H. B. Faies entertained the
Thomaston motored to Portland Fri Breakfast Bridge Ciub yesterday at
day -where they were joined by Miss her home 01^ Camden street.
casion being the annual store picnic.
TELEPHONE ............................. ----- ----------- 770' Edith Wilson of Malden. Mass., who
spent the weekend at her Thomaston
At her Mirror Lake camp yester
The Shakespeare Society will cele home.
day Mrs. Elmer 8. Bird was hostess
brate its doth anniversary next Mon
to the Dorcas Club, a day to be re
Mrs. O. B. Lovejoy has relumed membered for its rare beauty jof
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hollins and son |
day at 6.30 with supper at the Cop
PRIZES FOR FRUITS
from
Stockton
iSprings,
accompanied
Maynard of Ogunquit were weekend
per Kettle. Members are asked to re- j
mountains and woods under their
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
A.
by
her
mother.
Mrs.
Berrj'
who
will
spend to the roll call with some Item |
gorgeous autumnal foliage.
Cash Premiums Aggregating
Emery, Pacific street.
of interest, story or irersonal rentin- I be with her for the winter.
iscenees of happenings of tlie society. ,
$2500 To Be Given At the
Mrs. Ella Grimes had as guests at
Mrs. Warren P. Doughty of Albany,
Mrs. J. X. Southard is in Xew
Anyone who has not already notified j
her Crescent Beach cottage yester X. Y.. Mr- Chester T. Marshall "f
Miss Alice C. Erskine as to whether | York, called by the Illness of her
Lewiston
Show
day Mrd. E. F. Glover, Miss Lucie Boston and Swampscott and Mr. and
or not she will attend this meeting daughter, Mrs. Bennett Spear.
inslow and Miss Jennie Blackinton. Mrs. Charles Perry of Conway. X. IL,
or has changed her plans since sig- |
Premiums amounting to ah iut
are in the city to attend the funeral
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Howe of
nlfying her intention is asked to com
$2500 are offered to exhibitors at the
Mrs.
V.
F.
Studley
is
visiting
in
of
Capt.
H.
B.
W<
bber
this
afternoon.
municate with Miss 1-hsklne on or Winchester, Mass., were weekend
annual joint agricultural show of the
guests of Mrs. Adelaide Butman, Portland while her husband is in tlie
before Friday.
Maine State Pomological Society, the*
North
Woods
on
a
hunting
trip.
Miss
Maud
Staples
has
closed
the
North Main street.
Maine Dairymen’s Association, the
Crockett
cottage
at
Ingraham
Hill
and
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hunter of
Maine Seed Improvement Association
Mrs.
Charles
L.
Strout
and
children
returned
to
her
home
in
the
city.
Mrs. Hilbert Kallocb was the gueSt
P-ovidenc? were weekend guests of
and Maine Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs to
Richard
and
Priscilla
of
Brunswick,
, their daughter. Miss Ina Hunter, at last week ol her daughter. Mrs. Ad
Miss Lucille Sandner has returned be held at the armory in Lewiston,
* the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gilley, dison Stiles, Augusta. On her return who have been visiting at the home
to
her duties at the Fuller-Cohb- Nov. 19-21.
of
Mrs.
Strout
’
s
sister.
Mrs.
W.
I.
Barhome Saturday she was accompanied
Eroadway.
,
In addition to the cash priz s there
Davls
candy department following a
rows,
Gay
street,
have
returned
home.
by Mr. and Mrs. Stiles ,who spent the
I will be numerous other trophies. A
fortnight
’
s
vacation
spent
in
Water

Mr. and Mis. Herbert Stanton and weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Kalloch.
, silver cup will he awarded in the
Mr. and Mrs. O. J. Barrows are ville. Augusta and Portland.
MiSs Violet Frost of Everett. Mass.,
dairy section for the community milk
Atsitlng
relatives
in
Waldoboro
for
a
and Miss Jones of Stoneham. Mass.,
Jerome Cumins was home from
contest. The crop division will give
Miss
Josephine
Thorndike.
Miss
week.
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. University of Maine over ths week
I a cup in a judging contest for men.
Ellen
Cochran,
Mrs.
Mary
Perry
Rich,
Vernon Giles, Cedar street.
end.
I It is expected that a special prize for
The
Congregational
Women's ] Mrs. Minnie Cobb and Mrs. Cora Kit
, apple identification will he offered
tredge
motored
to
Augusta
Saturday
Association
will
liold
an
all
day
ses

Mrs. Donald Cummings is conval
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Perkins of
j in the fruit show.
i
to
attend
the
D.A.R.
reception
given
sion
for
relief
sewing
in
the
church
escing satisfactorily from her long Northeast Harbor are at the home of
Meetings of the various cooperat
illness, now being nble to be up the Ceorge ,3. Dunton, Broadway, while vestry tomorrow. with noonday ; tor three of the national officers. The ing societies will be held during the
greater part of each day and to ride Mr. and Mrs. Dunton are on a trip to luncheon. Mrs. Kennedy Crane is guests of honor w^re Mrs. Lowell I show and programs covering topics
Fletcher Hdbart. president-general (f
dut some during the week.
N't-w York. Norfolk, Va., and Wash chairman.
| the D.A.R., Mrs. Russell Williams of special interest to the different
ington, D. C.
j
groups are now in preparation. The
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Overlook. Mrs. Magna, librarian-general and chair
Dr. B. E. Flanders and Dr. E. W.
seedsmen will hold -their meeting on
Peaslee have returned from Wash
A. M. Xewbert of South Weymouth. J. O. Stevens and Miss Hortense man of the Constitution hall finance the first day of the show, dairymen
ington. 1). C.. where they attended the Mass., was the weekend guest of his Wjjson motored Sunday to Gray committee, and Mrs. William Shaw on the second and fruit growers on
i annual convention of the American parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Xewbert, where they were guests of Earl Wilson of Portland, vice president --general the third.
Dental Association.
Dr. Flanders North Main street.
and family. They were accompanied and also a past regent of the State
The premium list provides for en
also attended the dedication of the
as far as Portland iby Miss Edith society. The meeting was held in the tries in th^ fruit section in barrels,
new building of the Baltimore Col
Mrs. J. W. Burke of Boston is the Wilson who was returning to Mal Hall of Representatives which was boxes, baskets, cartons and plates ot
lege of Dental Surgery and Dental guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Sheehy. den, Mass.
filled with members from all parts of apples in ten classes; also for pears
School of the University of Maryland. Broadway.
Maine. Mrs. Victor L. Warren. State
and grapes, canned fruits and jellies
Mrs. Bussell Bartlett. Miss Char regent, presided at the pregram. The honey and wax.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Douglas returnedMrs. Robert Adams of Limcrock lotte BufTuin. Mrs. Oliver Hills and speakers of the morning were Gov.
Entiles in the dairy division in
Sunday from Arlington. Mass., where street, is entertaining the Chapin Mrs. Arthur Lamlb motored to Port Gardiner and Mrs. Magna.
clude dairy and creamery butter
they spent part of their vacation. Class this evening.
land Thursday.
dairy and factory cheese, plain and
They were accompanied by Mr.
KELLLY-PACKARD
pasteuriz'd; with special entries in
Douglas' sister, Mrs. Benjamin Bur
Capt. and Mrs. A. F. Pillsbury left
Miss Pearl Borgerson. vacationing
the community milk contest.***
kett of Camden, who visited her son, yesterday enroute to their home in two xv®eks from the Clerk cf Courts
Friends of Miss Mildred Packard,
The sred show will include entries
Frank In Medford.
l.erkley, Calif.. Mrs. Pillsbury spent office, leaves today for Boston and formerly of Glencove. will be interest of potatoes of several different va
the summer at Crescent Beach and New York, motoring as far as Boston ed to learn of her marriage to Lloyd rieties; flint corn, dent corn.' popMrs. Clark S. Milburn who has been with her bister Mrs. Lilian S. Copping.
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smal Kelly of Dorchester. Mass. The cere ! corn, sweet corn and ensilage corn
the guest of relatives left Sunday for.
Limcrock street.
ley who are enroute to Richmond, Va., mony was performed Saturday at 3 beans, peas; grain threshed and ir.
her home in Lynn, Mass., accompan
I o’clrck hv Rev. Willard L. Pratt at
And Washington, D. C.
the sheaf; and garden vegetables
ied by her father, J. W. Rogers, who
I the groom’s home. 32 Drayton avenue.
Mrs. Judson Young who has been
I beet, turnip, squash, carrot and pars |
' will visit with her for a short time.
Tl.e
bride
wore
peach
georgette
the guest of her mother. Mrs. Ida Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. FrgJ Sparrow ol
’ nip seed.
The trip hack was made by motor
Broadway, lias returned to her home Needham. Mass., and Leslie Tripp i crepe and carried a bride’s bouquet of
For members of hoys’ And girls' 1
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reed of
j baby breath and tea roses.
The
in Matinic is.
and family of Portland were week couple were unattended. An infor agricultural clubs $250 in prize money
Lynn.
end guests if .Mr. and Mrs. Walter mal reception followed, with refresh i is offered. Entries will include potaMrs. Fiiinev Arey and grandson and S. Tripp at The Highlands.
Chapin Class gives a bridge party
ments, including bridal cake. The | toes of the Green Mountain. Cobbler
Carl
Lindow
have
returned
to
their
at the home of Mrs. H. P. Blodgett,
happy couple received many beautiful and Spaulding Rose varieties; sweet !
home
in
Rockville
Center,
L.
I.,
after
a
Mr. and Mrs. Gilman Harvey of presents. They are honeymooning in corn, heaqs of three varieties, and
Talbot avenue, Thursday evening,
brief
visit
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Gloucester. Mass., were weekend Xew York State for a week .
canned fruits, vegetables and meats
with Mrs. Blodgett, Mrs. George
visitors in Rockland. Mr. Harvey-will
Palmer. Miss Edith MaeAlman and Dean and ether relatives.
Mrs. Kelly Is a graduate of Rock
WHEN IN BOSTON—nemember that you
be remembered as a-former sub port High School. 1915, and Gordon can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette wltl ;
Mrs. E. R. Veazie in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. E. O'B. Gonia. Mrs. master of Rockland High Scoot.
the home news, at the Old South News Agency
College
of
Theology
and
Missions.
Mrs. Lottie Rhodes of Criehaven Mabel Thorndike and Mrs. Haftie
She has been employed in Rockland. Washington St., next Old South Church
has taken an apartment at 8 Summer Davies Ief. Sunday for New York
■Leslie Tripp and family of Port Xew Haven and Boston. Mr. Kelly
where
Mr.
Gonia
will
be
for
the
week
street.
land and Mr. and Mrs. Walter '8. is a graduate of Bradford Academy
on business.
Tripp motored to Lowell, Mass., Sun and has a fine position with tly?
Mr. and Mrs. Walter V. Wentworth
day.
Edison Illuminating Co. of Boston.
Mrs. P. .1. Good (, Lettie Smalley) of
of Oldtown were guests Sunday of
The young people are very highly re
Camden
i
convalescing
from
a
long
Capt. and Mrs. A. F. Pillsbury, with
Alfred Strout of Thomaston was garded and many good wishes fol
i
lness
and
is
now
able
to
see
her
dinner at the Thorndike Hotel.
home from Harvard Law School for low them to their new home. They
Community Hall
friends.
will be “at home’’ the first of Decem
the weekend.
Mrs. Maitie Spaulding of Thomas
ber at 32 Drayton avenue. Dorchester.
Mrs. Weston Wiley and little
ton is in Portland tlie guest of her
Spruce Head, Me.
Twenty-five students of the R ikgranddaughter Ruth
Muss were land Commercial College enjoyed a
son Gordon.
Store your car at the Fireproof Ga
w eekend guests of Mrs. James French, picnic at the Sargent cottage. Cres rage.—adv.
~~
123-125
THURSDAY, OCT. 17
Dr. William Ellingwood is in Bel Maverick street.
cent Beach, Friday with dinner on
lows Falls. Vt., where he is attend
Square and Round Dances
A public supper will be served by
tlie island. The afternoon was spent
'Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stack-pole in music, games, toasting marshmal the Woman’s Auxiliary of St. Betel’s
ing tlie Vermont State Medical Meet
have
returned
from
a
week's
tour
ing and the Xeiv England Council of
lows, and having a general good time. Church in the Parish rooms Wed
Smalley’s New Orchestra
Medical Men, being a delegate from through Maine, celebrating their first
nesday at 6 o’clock. Menu. Baked
wedding
anniversary.
They
g
also
Maine to the latter gathering.
124-lt
Miss A1 (Veda Perry has gone to sour krout. beans, bread, cake and
»
-—
•
passed a day in Boston, and upon re- j Washington, D. C. for the winter.
coffee. Price 35c.—adv.
124-lt
Mrs. Annie Douglas has returned turning were guests at the Winca- j
from Camden where she has been paw-Grindle wedding in Warren. Sat
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Ames. Misses
spending the |(ast few days with her urday evening.
Eva and Helen Ames. Rimer Ames.
LAST TIMES TODAY
• ‘ grandchildren. Misses Winnifred and
Mrs. Martha Kirkpatrick and S. S.
* Freda Burkett.
Miss May F. Woods of Somerville, Stevens motored to Dexter for the
Mass., was the guest Sunday of Mr. weekend as guests of Mi>. Ames’
Mrs. Julia*"Speed who has spent ami Mrs. Austin Moody at The High- brother G. H. Foss.
several months in this city and at Funds on her way home from a motor
with RUTH CHATTERTON
•
Owl’s Head, returned to Lynn. Mass.. trip through the White Mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Schwab of
All talking version of the old and famous stage play
Sunday. From there she goes to
Braintree, Mass..
were weekend
t
Newton where she will spend the win
Dr. and Mrs. Chari* s Fa Cragin and guests of Mr. and Mrs. 8. W. Delano.
ter with her daughter.
two children of Portland were guests
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Sunday of Miss Mabel Pillsbury at
Judge Harold C. Haskell of Brook
The Woman’s Missionary Society Ingraham Hill.
line was in the city over tlie weekend.
conrectcd with the Littlefield Me
/
---morial Church meets Thursday aft
Harold Gerrish. a member of Wins
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Powers of
ernoon at 2 o'clock in the vestry, for •Portland arrived yesterday to j>e low-Holbrook Post is ill.with pneu
work. All aie urged to be present as
guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Derry. monia at his home on James street
there is important business to be
Camden street, for the week.
’ transacted.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Murphy of
Mrs. E. K. Leighton and Mrs. W. Northeast Harbor spent tlie weekend
Misses Ada B. Young and Alena
H. Spear have returned from Boston in this city, guests of Mrs. Minnie
Young have returned from Brookline
whither they accompanied Mrs. Wil Ripley, Limcrock street.
and Southboro, Mass., where they
visited relatives. t The former spent a liam Sharpe on her way to her home
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Packard of Glen
in Xew York.
few days in Xew York City.
cove have returned from Dorchester,
Mrs. E. W. Peaslee, accompanied by where on Saturday they attended the
At Averill E. Morton’s at The High
wedding of their daughter. Miss Mil
lands will be held the next Educa Mrs. F. S. Lechan of Warren, left dred I. Packard and Lloyd Simmons
yesterday
for
Salem,
Mass.,
where
tional Club picnic with box luncheon
Kelly. A former Rockland pastor.
and club coffee as usual at 6 o’clock., they will be foi the week.
Rev. W. L. Pratt, officiated. Tlie
Wednesday, Oct. 23. Speaker at 6.45.
Vniversalist circle supper tomorrow couple will reside at 32 Drayton ave
nue, Dorchester, and will be “at home’’
J. (). Stevens has returned p’om a at 6 o'clock, with Mrs. Annie Haskell after Sunday, Dee. 1st.
as
chairman.
The
young
members
of
___ *_________ L_ '
x
business trip to Boston.
the Clara Barton Guild will conduct a
Wc have our supply of “Winter
Mrs. Benjamin Gould of Portland candy and nut sale in connection with Thin” Alemite lubricant in stock. It
was the weekend guest of Miss Lotta the supper.
is the stuff makes your gears shift
j Skinner. On her return she was acNofr Is the time to flush
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Diessler have re easily.
» companiid by Miss Skinner who will
them- Nllo’s Repair Shop, Spring
turned
to
their
home
on
Talbot
ave

be her guest for several weeks.
Jfosbad comeAij
nue after three weeks’ visit in Bos street.—adv.
. vemon, of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sleeper and ton.'
•voU/i
Mrs. L. J. Jordan of Watertown. Mass.,
CadJeShifcheis"a
Ralph Fowler was home from Hig
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
gins Classical Institute over the
Giles, Cedar street.
Presentation Acts
weekend.
Mrs. Horace Gardiner of Whiting is
Miss -Norina Hutchinson. WilliariK
the guest Of her son Henry, Stanley
£ane, after visits with her other Snow and John Gifford of Saugus,
children. Mrs. Oliver Killman of Lew Muss,, were weekend guests of Mr.
iston, and Rollo Gardiner of Camden. and Mrs. R. C. Lufkin at The Hlgh) lands.
Directed, by
Tel. 372-11. Work by Appointment
Mrs. M. E. Mack who has been the
Miss
Abbie
McDonald
and
Mis^
guest of her daughter Mrs. A. D.
Eva T. Gould Beautician
Morey, *’chool street, for two weeks, Belle Cullen are spending the week in
Specializing in
4 has returned to her home in Water Winchester. Mass., guests of Mr. and
Mrs. C. S. Henry.
FACIALS and OIL SHAMPOOS
ville.
In

addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of spclal happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notfs sent by mail or
telephone will be gladly received.

DANCE

Has this Employe
Called at Your Home?

Once a year we call at each of our
customers’ homes to solicit orders
for MAZDA Lamps.

Mr. and Mrs. Lucien
Mrs. Clarence S. Beverage was
hostess to the Cardinal Chib Saturday son Herrick of Rio de
afternoon at her home on Chestnut guests for two weeks at
former home on Spruce
street. /
>

Thomas and
Janeiro, are
Mr. Thomas’
street.

• Mr. and Mrs. Eugenes Stoddard and
son Richard have returned from a
few days' motor trip through the
Berkshire^ and White Mountains, over
the Mohawk Trail, Jacob’* Ladder
nnd through the Connecticut Valley.
Cold weather is here and a couple They were a,ccoiflpanied by Miss Irt quarts of alcohol in the radiator villa Stoddard who joined them in
i good precaution. Wreproof Garage, Fitchburg, Mass., leaving them at
Portland to return to her teaching
-adv.
123-125
duties in Middlebury, Vt.
The People's Laundry. Limcrock
Yo\ir rug problems can be settled
:reet, is prepared to lighten vow
ousehold burdens at only nominal with satisfaction guaranteed bj- call
spouse. Telephone 170 nnd let us ing The People's Laundry. Limcrock
ill for your family wa-h and return street, Tel. 170. W’« shampoo your
to you immaculate. Tlie coat is rugs and return them promptly, like
new.
* 124-tf
i
jrprisingly low,
124-tf

Mr. and Mrs. Charle's H. Berry have
returned liom a brief visit In Port
land. the ooject of their trip being to
get the new Cadillac which Mr. Berrv
is driving with justifiable pride.

Security Trust Co. Building
Rockport, Maine

DANCE

for the emergency.
Should an employe fail to call on

you don’t hesitate to phone our local
store for they will gladly deliver
them to your home.

Mazda Lamps Give More Light for Less Money
o
Mazda Lamps are the greatest development in incandescent lamp manufacture;
they are the result of years of research work by the country’s foremost scientists.
They give more light for less money.
You may order a carton of assorted sizes but we suggest the 60-watt which is
regarded, universally, as the best adapted for average use.

25 Watt..............20c each

50 Watt............. 20c each

<0 Watt............. 20c each

60 Watt............. 20c each
35c each

100 Watt

Central Maine Power Company
our stores

At any of

ATLANTIC waa,rrm circulators
T

he NEW IDEA IN HEATING—
Designed especially fcr small hemes,
apartments ar.d stores. Circulates ar.d
revitalizes the air like a furnace, AND
looks like a piece of highly polished walnut
furniture—beautiful in itself p.rd in hcrmony with its setting.
This Atlantic Circulator draws the air frem
the surrounding rooms, warms it, mcister.s
it and recirculates it.
Mail coupon today fcr descriptive literature
showing several styles.
Portland Stove Foundry Co., Portland, Maine
Send me Literature cn Atlantic Warm Air Circulators
Name.....................................................................................................

Street...............................................Town.........................................

For Sale By

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

ROCKLAND AND STONINGTON

TODAY

“Pleasure Crazed”
All Talking Picture
AND THE

BOB OTT
MUSICAL SHOW

H

ELbO Everybody! Here
are a few girls from
BOB OTT’S REALTY

______
CHORl’S They’re all
talking about fhi.- wonder s’how.
It’s the peppiest thing this town
has seen in years. Headed by
the Prince of Entertainers, BOB
OTT. It features, after the regu
lar show Wednesday ft cabaret
.‘pecialty when you will be on
the inside of real cabaret life as
tru'y as if you were in Xew
York. This i> u big novelty, so
don't nii. K it !

“THE ONE
WOMAN IDEA”
A Sound Picture
Featuring

ROD LaROQUE

EVERY
COM. MON.-TUES.-WED.

One
of the
Publix Theatres

Home of Paramount Sing ng

SHOWS
2 00, 6.30, 8.30
Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 10.30’
and Talking Pictures

BOB OTT IS HERE
^LL WEEK AT THESE PRICES
Matinees
25c, 35c
Evenings
35c, 50c
Children
10c

NEXT WfeEK 'COCKEYED WORLD"

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

lOilTtt

is convenient to have a spare lamp

The Feature Picture

bands step forth and
three chorus girls—
three wives and three
college boys mix
up, what funl

Owl’s Head Town Hall

It

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

When three fun-loving hus

at

supply on hand for replacement.

This is usually accomplished
through our employes who take
orders for carton quantities of lamps
(package of 6) which are delivered,
at no extra charge to your home.
You simply pay the same price for
the lamps as at our stores.

“MADAM X”

Vfttex Cbtlett
SueCbiol-Dawd Rollins
Kichatd Keene-Iibdelee
* Mick Stuart Jean lary
MtWMV CANNON

In this way you have an extra

Shows at 2:00 P. M. - 7:30 P. M.
Home* of Paramount Pictures

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 15, 1920

Selling out to
vacate the store.

sensation, among the
• I

DE LAY ! *
O'7z»

Porch
Chairs

IC

Can you imagine a maple chair with
cane seat at this remarkably low price!

’ i.,

W 1

LIFETIME H

Feather Pillows
There are just 45 to go—some were
$1.25 and others $2.00. All to go at
only—

CT7P Q

COOK STOVES
Never before and perhaps never again
will you have this chance. Buy before
the supply is gone!

Those who visit this Going Out of Busi
ness Sale are bound to buy because the
saving is so great. There is yet time for
you to save!

GREY ENAMEL NO. 8

Kineo Range $93
By all means come and see this king of
bargains!

These are the nationally advertised rugs.
’ Wc want to move them quickly. Come
and save $4.00 on your rug!

LARGEST

Perfection Oil Range

Davenport
Tables

$Q67

Here is a $25 Day Bed with Windsor
style ends with unusually good mat
tresses, heavy cretonne covering in sev
eral patterns. Don’t confuse this outfit
with ordinary goods!

TABLE LAMPS

Reduced from
$135.00 to

O

All are at One-half Price!

A 48-inch davenport table in walnut or
mahogany finish, at One-half Price!

ONLY ONE LEFT
Size 24 inch

SUNBEAM PIPE ESS FURNACE
Walnut Color

Reduced from $190.00 to only

Mattresses

*“

Cedar Chests! At Half Price!
A genuine Cedar Chest, exactly the kind
that sells for $25, at only $13.67. Many
are buying now their Christmas gifts.
Others $7.37, $9.87, $11.27, $17.27,
$22.27, $26.37.

All Goods in our Bargain
Basement Cut for a
Grand Cleanup!

These are all 100% silk floss, in quality
ticks!

Our Great Loss Is Your Gain—If You
Come And Examine The Bargains!
Only at a Go'ng-Out-of-Business Sale of this magnitude could you
expect such bargains! Choice of several styles. Former Prices:
$125, $139 and $150......................................................................................

In this lot are included Mohair Parlor Suites that formerly
sold Tor $185, $225 and $269 .......................................................

Thousands of dollars worth of High
Grade Suites, including Friezes, Silk
Dair.ask, New Silk Mohairs, genuine
loose cushion construction, will posi
tively go in this Great Going Out of
Business Sale, at prices that are just one
step from actual giving away.
$100.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last $ 69.67
150.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last
94.77
1S5.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last 124.77
295.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last 169.77
263.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last 109.77
200.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last 221.77
332 .CO Living Room Suites....
while they last 248.77
372.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last 277.77

These famous nationally advertised
mattresses of coil spring construction;
regular $39.50; now—

in this lot there are 35 9x12 rugs in
patterns

resembling

Axminster and

Wilton Rugs. Your choice—

Suites frofn every recognized furni
ture center in America, consisting of
Walnuts, Mahoganies, Decorated, to go
for most any price they will bring.
$135.00 Bedroom Suites...........

while they last $ 87.67

Day Bed
Attraction!

$967
A double day bed with steel frame, fin
ished in the new brown color with steel
tempered hellical springs at $9.67.
Head and foot to make it comfortable,
yet non-sagging. Complete with double
mattresses, with long wool staple filler
in several different colored ticks.

Breakfast Set $9.67

Bed
Outfit

Sturdy table with drop Leaves and four
chars. Comes unfinished so you can
make any color!

Complete with comfortable spring and
mattress. Come and see with your own
eyes the wonderful bargain!

FIVE-FiECE

Beautiful
Felt Base Rug

FURNITURE COMPANY, 283 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

Thousands of Dollars’ Worth of High
Grade and Nationally Known

Dining Suites
Consisting of Period Designs Cut Right
and Left, Cut Deep by the Appraisers
to Move This Stock Quickly

$135.00 Dining Suites go at ....$ 88.77
169.00 Dining Suites go at.... 119.27
235.00 Dining Suites go at.... 147.97
275.00 Dining Suites go at.... 167.97
335.00 Dining Suites go at.... 192.27
375.00 Dining Suites go at.... 232.27

Bassinettes

?197

They come in ivory with spring and
rubber tired wheels, reduced from $4.50
to only $1.97

175.00 Bedroom Suites...........
while they last
225.00 Bedroom Suites...........
while they last
235.00 Bedroom Suites...........
while they last
325.00 Bedroom Suites...........
while they last
<00.00 Bedroom Suites...........
while they last

Felt Base Floor Covering

118.67

147.67
187.87
229.87
293.67

27c

There are 23 patterns to choose from.
The entire lot of heavy felt base with
heavy coated enamel finish in an amaz
ing array of patterns.

These are chairs left over from Parlor
Suites, where we- sold two pieces in
stead of three pieces. Your choice of
$50 and $65 chairs, only $19.67.

FURNITURE COMPANY, 283 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

